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A bstract

The structure any particular part of a protein adopts is determined by the sequence 
itself and the surrounding context or chemical environment. The correct prediction of 
protein structure at any particular position in the sequence therefore requires a compo
nent relating the context of the position to the sequence at tha t position. In this thesis we 
formalize the embedding of context in protein grammars which describe the arrangem ent 
of structural features in protein families; we also develop an algorithm to recognize these 
grammars. This algorithm  requires substantial extension of classical syntactic analysis 
to cope with the problem of overlapping tokens. Development of new methods to rank 
gram m atical paths and evaluate semantic predicates was also necessary .

The interaction of context and sequence is manifest in the type of m utations th a t oc
cur at a particular point in a multiple sequence alignment; in particular, whether changes 
tha t occur there are related to changes elsewhere in the multiple alignment. Such changes 
are referred to as coordinated changes; a method was devised to recognise these changes 
at positions in protein multiple sequence alignments using different models of amino acid 
relatedness. The m ethod had been designed to bypass the lim itations of previous m eth
ods based on simple pattern  matching.
We discuss the implications of the ability to harness contextual information from evolu
tionary, folding and comparative structural analysis for topology prediction .
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2 In tro d u ctio n

Until m ethods are developed to determine protein structure as easily as reading a DNA 

sequencing gel, there will be two types of protein sequence in molecular biology; those 

to which we can attach a hierarchy of structural information, determined or inferred, 

and those for which no absolute structural knowledge exists. The prim ary them e of this 

thesis is how to map structural knowledge onto a protein sequence. While for any folding 

protein this mapping is one to one, predictions can only estim ate what stucture a protein 

sequence will adopt. Imperfect understanding of folding typically presents an ambiguous 

picture of the sequence-structure relationship. To achieve the optimal prediction we m ust 

therefore map the “best” of many possible structures onto one sequence. We address the 

problem of how to layer different parts of such a prediction with structural information, 

resolving ambiguity as the context dictates.

In my a ttem pt to get from sequence to structure I use the empirical approach. The 

difficulties of this m ethod come from the inability to deal with ambiguous and conflicting 

signals within the protein sequence, and in integrating different types of knowledge in a 

single prediction. In Section 6.2 we discuss a prediction framework for coping with the 

stresses and strains common to empirical prediction methods, allowing us to avoid some 

biologically invalid assumptions in favour of more realistic set of tailored constraints.

The strength of the m ethod comes from the wealth of empirical rules and general 

principles derived from varied approaches to structural research. These approaches over

lap, and to a certain extent are interwoven; evolutionary knowledge complements work in 

protein design, protein design is complementary to  folding studies, folding studies enrich 

structural analysis. In the introduction, we discuss three main threads:



1. Evolutionary analysis, which is invaluable in estim ating the informational content 

necessary for protein folding at any particular sequence region;

2. Comparative structural analysis, which helps identify potential scaffolds upon which 

a fold is built;

3. Folding studies, which help to establish where nucléation sites for particular protein 

scaffolds are, also allowing verification and exploration of the constraints a structure 

imposes on the family of sequences which can adopt it.

Areas of m utual concern to prediction and these fields are to be found in sections 2.1,

2.2 and 2.3.



2.1 Evolution

2.1.1 G enetic A lgorithm s and Protein Evolution

Genetic algorithms have provided useful optimizers of complicated functions for the last 

ten years. The basic idea of the method is to take a population of sequences (usually 

encoded as bit-strings); the fitness of each of the population is then assessed according to 

some (critically im portant) fitness function. “Parent” sequences are chosen according to 

how “fit” they are; the remainder of the sequences are weeded out from the population. 

The surviving sequences can undergo two distinct types of m utation before reproduction; 

random  “point” m utations can strike any part of the sequence, whilst cross-over between 

selected individuals can also occur. In an attem pt to produce more varied (and biologi

cally realistic) exchange between organisms, the last few years have seen the development 

of increasingly sophisticated crossover mechanisms which mimic chiasmata. The genetic 

algorithm researcher can now choose between one-point crossovers, cut-out crossovers, 

two-point crossovers and even multi-directional crossovers.

Cross-over as a strategy relies on the existence of locally optimal solutions being able 

to combine to  create global solutions. The hierarchical arrangement of protein structures 

is still conveniently close to allowing supersecondary organization, then domains, then 

quaternary structure to be optimized [56, 121, 57]. Genetic algorithms have also showed 

themselves robust enough to tackle problems notable for the complexity of their func

tion’s landscape [156, 130]. It is still im portant to bear in mind tha t global m inim a for 

some combinatoric problems are not simply concatenated local solutions. For non-trivial 

cases, holistic factors resulting and long-range associations intervene to complicate m a t

ters; natural language is possibly the most immediate example [147, 44, 125]. Having



consistently defied rigorous simulation and fold recognition , despite hints at the contrary 

[145], protein sequences also seem a good candidate.

Some biologists [28] have argued tha t genetic algorithms are really just a variant on 

monte-carlo optimization; although this is superficially true (both are critically dependent 

on random  m utation for improvements in fitness), it does not convey the fact th a t search 

using genetic algorithms is more directed. According to Buckles and Petry ([40]), at least, 

genetic algorithms optimize the trade off between creating new individuals and exploiting 

the information discovered so far. Optimization typically stops after a certain num ber of 

generations, and the fittest organism is selected as the solution.

Since the end of the RNA world, protein sequences have been being optimized by 

a process more subtle than  tha t which the most sophisticated genetic algorithm can 

describe. W hat exactly has been optimized? Function takes precedence over therm ody

namic stability, but each protein sequence remains a mosaic of m utational events, some 

of which improve upon stability, some of which improve upon function, some of which 

seem to have no effect on either. Evolutionary analysis is particularly im portant as it 

allows us to distinguish the former two m utational events from the latter. For both struc

ture prediction and protein design, knowledge concerning the determ inants of stability 

in a particular fold is critical. By building a picture of the evolution of a protein fold, 

we are able to  get a more thorough and detailed map of which type of m utations and 

combinations of m utations are permissible than even combinatoric mutagenesis could 

give.

To build such a picture, we typically want to know the mininum number of m utational 

steps between one sequence and another, and where the m utations are located. Although 

algorithms now exist for considering inversions and transpositions between one sequence
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and another [195], the methods of choice are generally based on dynamic programming 

[163, 196, 203]. These concentrate on finding the most biologically probable way of in

troducing substitutions and deletions to sequences; they are elegant, generally robust 

and provide the best approximations to protein evolution, given tha t we are prepared 

to grant certain assumptions. Sometimes they even produce better pictures of the rela

tionship between proteins than algorithms for structural alignment [235]. Pearson and 

Miller provide an excellent review ([178]). In the following sections, we firstly review how 

structural knowledge can help in forcing these assumptions to be structurally relevant; we 

then consider how the pictures of evolution we obtain can help predict protein structures 

and mould our development of algorithms for the recognition of folds.

2.1.2 A m ino-acid substitution costs

Each substitution step in the derivation of one protein sequence from another is either 

penalised or scored, depending upon whether the sequences are to be related by distance 

or similarity. Substitutions classified as decidedly non-optimal by the logic of the substi

tu tion  table are penalized or given low scores. In the previous section, we saw tha t there 

was no single good answer to how protein sequences have been optimized. In the absence 

of such an answer there is still recourse to the useful notion of evolutionarily accepted 

point m utations [60]. Consequently, most current models for substitution of one amino 

acid for another rely on such approximations: they are first-order Markovian in the sense 

th a t amino acid substitutions occur independently, at different positions, and a single sub

stitu tion m atrix can represent the probability at any position in any protein sequence. 

For short evolutionary distances, flaws in the assumptions made in constructing these 

m atrices result in skewed substitution probabilities [25]. The consequences are some



times surprising: in proteins tha t have diverged only slightly, replacement of Tryptophan 

by Arginine is much more probable than replacement of Tryptophan by Phenylalanine, 

showing th a t at low evolutionary distances, the genetic code itself appears to be a con

straining factor in protein evolution. On a deeper level, the Markovian substitution model 

itself is incorrect: amino acids can be close together in space, so substitutions are not 

independent . Cassette mutagenesis studies lend weight to this observation: From their 

studies, Lim and Sauer [141] conclude tha t “single m utations in the core are unfavourable 

unless they occur simultaneously with complementary m utations at complementary core 

positions” . It is the third Markov requirement, however, tha t seems most incompatible 

with the pattern  of substitutions tha t occur between an ancestral protein sequence and 

its descendants. While protein structures are much more conserved than  the families of 

sequences which adopt them , sequence characteristics tha t are critical for the generic fold 

will be m aintained throughout the family, and the permissibility of different types of m u

tation will vary over the sequence. Non-core sequence positions tolerate more variation 

than  interior positions; these usually require hydrophobicity and packing which avoids 

significant voids and steric clashes [30, 33, 67, 23, 106]. In general, if residue i is variable, 

then residue i + 1 will be variable; the same applies to conserved regions [96].

Despite these difficulties, Dayhoff-like matrices have proved integral to protein align

m ent [61]. O ther m utation data matrices have recently been constructed w ithout cal

culating ancestors [123], by concentrating on particular protein categories [124] and by 

analysing substitutions in reliable parts of alignments only [110] and by using position 

specific blocks [109]. While these do produce more accurate alignments, with additional 

bonuses for prediction [221] and classification [180], the differences do not tend to  be 

great.



Given any particular sequence, could we improve upon the substitution m atrices by 

involving some form of context, however rudimentary, in our calculations? Axe et al. have 

shown th a t hydrophobicity is a nearly sufficient criterion for a functional core, so we can 

expect th a t given such a context, substitutions which preserve hydrophobicity would 

be allowed. This plasticity has evolutionary implications, as deviation from the native 

packing arrangem ent is not only possible, but can even be therm odynam ically favourable 

[111, 197]; the core seems less brittle and immutable, more flexible and accommodating 

- at least within the bounds set by steric and volume constraints [141]. One of the 

most striking demonstrations of this tolerance is tha t folded proteins occur frequently in 

libraries of random amino acid sequences [58], even if they do not have the characteristic 

slow amide-hydrogen exchange associated with protein native states. The first hurdle on 

the evolutionary road to new proteins is therefore smaller than might have been imagined.

Needless to say, absolute characteristics must be preserved at certain points in the 

protein sequence. According to Lim et aï. “what substitutions are allowed at a position is 

dependent upon the context” [141]. Consider the cost of substituting a cysteine residue; 

on average, this will be high due to the importance of the residue in disulphide bond 

formation. More information resident in the context of the sequence can be brought to 

bear, however; if the sequence has only one cysteine, no disulphide bond could possibly 

be formed, and the substitution m atrix cost would be artificially high. Likewise, consider 

the two substitutions I ^ L  and I-^V. If we knew tha t the I ^ L  substitution is embedded 

in an a-helix, the substitution m atrix value would be artificially high; the m utation I ^ L  

is more favoured in a-helical segments than other secondary structures. The same is 

true for the m utation I ^ V  in ^  sheets. This prior knowledge has been exploited in the 

construction of substitution tables [173, 144, 124]. Given information about the context,
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it is possible th a t we can can improve upon rigorously derived statistical estimations from 

large corpora] a them e which will recur in many parts of this report.

2.1.3 Gap penalty

To obtain the correct evolutionary picture of the relationship between two sequences it 

is usually necessary to insert or delete residues. Such insertions or deletions - jointly 

referred to as indels or gaps - are associated with a particular penalty, known as the gap 

penalty. This feature is particularly im portant in the alignment of protein sequences; too 

high a gap penalty can result in an insensitive alignment procedure, too low a gap penalty 

can result in equally bad alignments, fragments of one sequence dotted over the other, 

separated by improbably large insertions. Additionally there is the question of whether 

to weight gaps at the N and C term ini of sequences differently to those in the centre; this 

problem becomes particularly acute when the lengths of the compared sequences differ 

greatly. Pascarella et al. and Vingron et al. provide good reviews [234, 176]. Some 

progress has been made towards the production of more accurate alignments without 

considering the surrounding context of where the gap is made. Discounting gap penalties 

at the N and C term ini for the moment, one can divide conventional gap penalties into 

three types:

1. Linear gap penalties where the overall gap penalty at any position is of the form 

n X g,  where g  is the gap penalty and n is the number of times insertions or 

deletions are made [196];

2. Affine gap penalties, where the penalty is of the form a +  (n x g), where a is the 

cost of opening a gap [97, 10];
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3. Concave gap penalties, where the cost of gap extension decreases after the first gap 

is made [153].

Single genetic events can insert or delete tracts of sequence; concave gap penalties a ttem pt 

to reflect this by making a long gap cost only slightly more than a short one; it has 

been shown tha t gap costs not directly proportional to gap length can produce accurate 

alignments where linear gap penalties fail [83]. Further assumptions about the origin 

of gaps -  namely th a t gap penalty size becomes less and less im portant as the gap size 

increases -  justify the use of concave gap penalty functions [176]. Benner et al. calculate 

th a t the probability of a gap in a pairwise alignment is inversely proportional to  the 

length of the gap raised to the 1.7 power [24].

It is arguably more im portant tha t the inserted sequence has ends tha t fold close 

together in space, and tha t the position of insertion is not random [176, 190]. Indeed, 

the large insertions and deletions required by evolutionary domain shuffling is the only 

explanation the author knows for the statistically significant proximity of the N- and C- 

term ini of protein [228, 215, 190]. Insertions and deletions are not common in secondary 

structures [176]. This fact is often used when modelling one structure on another; Benner 

et aL [24] refer to positions where insertions are perm itted in alignments “parse points” , 

though if a gram m atical m etaphor is to be chosen it should centre around the fact tha t 

these sites are used to split up or “tokenize” the sequence rather than parse it. Princi

ples of protein structure dictate tha t the gap penalty, like substitution costs, should vary 

according to the context of its position in the sequence: firstly, the position and type of 

secondary structure the gap lies in; secondly, the position and type of supersecondary 

m otif the secondary structure lies in; thirdly, the position and type of domain the super

secondary m otif lies in; fourthly, position and type of protein the domain lies in. In other

11



words, the Markovian assumption tha t insertions should be equally penalized regardless 

of positional considerations does not hold.

Granted th a t sites for insertion are not random, can we similarly constrain gap penal

ties at select sequence positions in alignments? To overcome the difficulties imposed upon 

alignment by context-free gap penalties it is necessary to apply some knowledge of protein 

structure. At present, this knowledge of protein structure has centred around secondary 

structure and hydrophobic core scores: by increasing the gap penalty whenever a gap is 

found to be in a  helices or ^  sheets, or in the hydrophobic core, increases in alignment 

accuracy are possible [136, 22, 128, 247, 202]. Methods with which to impose structural 

knowledge upon a sequence more rigorously, allowing more than just secondary structure 

or core information to be used, will depend upon methods to parse the protein sequence 

to the degree required. A typical top-down parse would start with the arrangem ent of 

the domains, work down through the domains to the supersecondary structures, break 

these up into their constituent secondary structures, tagging ad-hoc information such as 

positional gap penalties to the correct level. The parser th a t we develop in Section 6 has 

the capacity to do all this, and we hope to develop its application to sequence alignment 

in future work.

2.1.4 Suboptim al alignm ents

One of the assumptions resident in all dynamic programming algorithms for sequence 

alignment so far discussed is tha t the optimal alignment corresponds to the best struc

tural alignment. Although the least costly derivation is given by the alignment, there is 

no a priori reason tha t the alignment model producing the sequence alignment should be 

a true reflection of sequence evolution; we have already noted th a t the models commonly
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used do not allow for inversions or transpositions. In addition, there may be structural 

reasons as to why one particular m utational path cannot be followed (see Section 2.1.3). 

Sometimes, therefore, suboptimal alignments turn  out to be more accurate than  opti

mal alignments [193]. There are two basic methods for producing suboptim al alignments 

[76, 239]. Analysis of suboptimal alignments allows enumeration of likely alignments 

with regard to producing a map of the reliable regions in a protein sequence alignment 

[233]. W hen the sequences are not markedly similar, however, and given inaccurate val

ues for substitution costs and gap penalties, there is little guarantee th a t any suboptim al 

alignment produced will be the correct one, leaving unhappy homology modellers faced 

with a choice of (possibly inaccurate) models. Vingron and W aterman note th a t good 

protein sequence alignments lie near the boundary between gapped and ungapped align

ments [234]. Fishing the correct one out of phase transition space requires discriminating 

contextual information.

In passing it is worthwhile observing tha t the same is often true of secondary structure 

predictions. If we allow a  and ^  predicted segments to overlap, combinatorics makes the 

number of suboptim al predictions large. To find the prediction which makes the most 

“sense” requires a parser powerful enough to deal with ambiguous input. This require

ment means the parser will be substantially different in design from classical parsers, 

which have the luxury of an uncomplicated, distinct sequence of tokens as input. Unlike 

dynamic programming based alignment, which is essentially a context-free problem, the 

ability to recognize and group the tokens into patterns must be the same if additional 

structural knowledge is to be brought to bear.
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2.1.5 M ultip le A lignm ent

In addition to the information necessary to determine the secondary structure and over

all fold, sequences of single protein can also contain m utational noise; when sequence 

information from the entire protein family is compounded and filtered, both errors in

troduced by the individual alignments and m utational noise can be reduced. In practice, 

d a ta  from m ultiple sequences allows many pairwise sequence alignment vagaries to be 

ironed out. M ultiple sequence alignment tools are now (literally) able to paint the in

variant or otherwise exiting pieces of protein sequences in a spectrum  of glowing colours 

[112, 210, 62, 142].

There are m any methods to align a set of sequences with each other. Doolittle and 

Feng discuss some of the issues and review the most common techniques in [68] and [78]. 

Dynamic programming algorithms tha t perform simultaneous multi-sequence alignments 

have been devised [42, 11]; in general, however, these prove to be too slow when aligning 

more than  8 sequences. Methods based on hierarchical application of pairwise sequence 

dom inate, though recently a Gibbs-sampling model has been used with some success 

[135].

Successes notw ithstanding, multiple alignments occasionally mislead by fossilizing 

mistakes in the seed alignment. Alignment of sequences with distantly related structures 

still proves difficult, w ith different multiple alignment programs often giving conflicting 

results. Application of “expert” knowledge -  mundane hand editing to align cysteine and 

tryptophan residues -  provides a crude solution for individual cases. More autom atic, 

quantifiable m ethods are desirable given the present explosion in quantity  of sequence 

information. W hat m ultiple alignment enables is the production of consensus sequences
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or tem plates for secondary structures and folds; a departure point for topology predic

tion. M ultiple sequence analysis can also provide general evolutionary pictures of protein 

evolution; Green et a i. have determined the common cores of proteins common to many 

phyla, and used them  to estim ate the minimal number of proteins required to support 

essential m etabolic functions [101, 100]. In addition, analysis of conserved and correlated 

m utations can provide distance constraints tha t could help in the prediction of supersec

ondary or even tertiary  structure. In the next sections we examine this possibility more 

carefully.

2.1.6 Conservation in M ultiple Sequence A lignm ents

Sequence variation at a position in multiply aligned protein sequences is indicative of a 

lack of structural constraint on the evolutionary acceptance of m utations, which in tu rn  

implies th a t the variable position is located on the protein surface where it is exposed to 

solvent. A utom ated m ethods have been devised to recognise such locations [146,113, 133]. 

An im portant deviation from this rule is found in residues tha t are involved in preserving 

the structu re/ function of the protein. These are often the most highly conserved and 

because of their need to contact other molecules (either substrates or targets), they are 

commonly found on the surface.

A ttem pts have been made to distinguish these residues based on the variation found 

across a family between positions which are conserved within subfamilies [26]. This 

approach may, however, be more complex than necessary since the chemically inert 

hydrophobic residues are seldom conserved in enzymatic active sites, and because of 

the unspecificity of their interactions are also less likely to be ‘used’ or conserved in other 

binding sites. Therefore, rather than  attem pt to analyse sequence sub-family variation
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as an indicator of surface accessibility, it is simpler to invert the measure and consider 

hydrophobic conservation as an indicator of burial. [212, 213]. An interesting variation 

can be found in integral m em brane proteins where the solvent is, effectively, hydrophobic 

lipids. In this environment variable hydrophobics are indicative of the lipid accessible 

surface [20, 221].

So far, we have been basing conservation at the residue level. If the larger scale of 

secondary structures is considered the same arguments can be applied and because of 

averaging over the several residues in a typical structure, less noise is encountered. Since 

both the a  and (3 structures are periodic, identification of this periodicity (either by 

pattern  matching or Fourier transform ) is possible. This not only allows the substructures 

to be oriented correctly relative to the protein core but also can be a powerful approach 

to the prediction of the secondary structures themselves [211, 93].

^-strands lie in twisted sheets which usually have two edge strands tha t are charac

teristically more hydrophilic and less well conserved than their internal neighbours [88]. 

This observation is particularly true for sheets in the alternating-/?/a class of protein 

where the strands are often completely buried on both sides. Even with a single se

quence the ordering of strands in the sheet by their hydrophobicity is a useful guide 

to their strand order [205], though as usual context must be taken into account [154]. 

Conservation of particular side chains is an im portant issue for (3-sheet stability [171]. 

Polar interactions and amino acid preferences can also be discerned for distortions of (3- 

strands, such as bends, twists and bulges [55, 74]. Despite these analysis, it is clear from 

biophysical studies th a t therm odynam ic scales for sheet propensity lack the precision 

- at least from the point of view of protein design [172]. The alternation of hydrophillic 

and hydrophobic residues also provides a guide to the phasing of the strand; complete
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burial of strands requires another method to determine which side of the sequence faces 

“up” and which side “down”. In this situation pairwise residue correlation might be used 

(see Section 2.1.7).

Helices are larger than strands and so are seldom buried completely. N-caps and C- 

caps are sometimes useful in delimiting helices; internal factors and residue preferences 

are also conserved to a certain extent [198, 115]. The conserved hydrophobic faces of 

helices can be used to orient the helices and even give some indication of their relative 

packing angle [52, 212].

Being almost exclusively on the protein surface, loop regions (defined simply as neither 

^  nor a )  are the most variable segments to be found unless they contribute to an active 

or binding site where they are then the most conserved regions. This polarisation of 

conservation makes them  particularly powerful indicators of relative adjacency. In the 

alternating (3/a. proteins the /^-strands lie predominantly parallel in the sheet with the 

consequence th a t an inversion point must occur in their order or they must form a circular 

barrel s tructure  (see [214] for an explanation). In a sub-class of these proteins a nucleotide 

is bound along one edge of the sheet giving rise to a set of conserved loops at one end of 

the strands and a corresponding set of variable loops at the other. The most conserved 

loops (which are remote in sequence) lie adjacent in the structure [237], which greatly 

constrains the possible folds for the chain [99, 217, 50]. The same effect can be found 

also be found in other protein classes and can be used in model building [177].

2.1.7 Correlations in m ultiple sequence alignm ents

Occasionally, pairs of positions in a multiple alignment can be seen which appear to 

covary in a physico-chemically reasonable manner. For example; of a pair of positions,
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one might always contain a positive charge when the other is negatively charged, and vice 

versa. Alternatively, there may be no obvious physico-chemical component and simply 

the pattern  of residue identities at the two positions is correlated.

Such correlation has been recognised and quantified by Alts chub and co-workers [7, 8, 

9] using a pattern  matching m ethod and further investigated by site-directed mutagenesis 

experiments [232]. Their m ethod took a pattern  of residue identities at one position in a 

multiple sequence alignment — such as; IIIVVL — and encoded it as the pattern  111223, 

simply by assigning sequential numbers to each amino acid type. Any other positions 

with the same numeric pa ttern  (eg; SSSDDM) were then considered correlated. While 

the m ethod found apparently covarying positions it had some limitations: it did not 

consider the physico-chemical nature of the changes but, more im portantly, it allowed 

the possibility tha t apparent correlation might arise through an uneven distribution of 

sequence relatedness. For example; if an alignment consisted of two sub-families — 

say, four and two sequences — then in regions of variation within subfamilies little will 

be observed but where the families are conserved differently, the pattern  111122 will 

occur frequently. Rather than  identify covariance, the method in this situation is simply 

selecting pairs of conserved positions and since these are commonly localised in the protein 

some correlation with separation will inevitably be found. Much of the data  presented 

by Altschuh et a l [9] falls into this category.

W hat evidence is there th a t correlated changes of the sort described exists? Some of 

the most detailed and interesting examples come from extensive mutagenesis and folding 

experiments of Sauer, [148, 194, 152] all good demonstrations of how complementary 

evolutionary analyses and protein design can be. For particular positions in the sequence 

of A repressor, substitutions which are functional increase when multiple core m utations
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are present. Russell et aL [191] observe tha t for proteins with structural but little  se

quence similarity, there is sometimes an “extraordinarily high” num ber of complementary 

changes. In their analysis of the aligned protein kinase sequences, Benner et al. [26] a t

tem pted to predict the secondary structures of this family of proteins — which they 

achieved with a m oderate amount of success. They also tentatively identified a pair of 

residues th a t they thought appeared to co-vary. One of these positions was predom inantly 

negatively charged (Asp, Glu and Gin) but also contained three prolines. The other po

sition was predom inantly positively charged (Arg, Lys, Gin and Asn) and contained a 

wider variety of substitutions. For each proline found in the first position, two prolines 

and a serine were found in the second position. Benner and Gerloff considered this to  be 

“substantial co-variation” , however, considering the variety of substitution at the second 

position it does not appear remarkable. Indeed, in sub-families where the first position 

is completely conserved, the second can accept almost any substitution — including pro

lines and even negative charges. Although the pair of residues identified by Benner et al. 

[26] were, indeed, found to lie close in the 3-dimensional structure, it is more likely tha t 

the success of their prediction was due to having identified a conserved salt-bridge, rather 

than any significant correlation effect. The G-protein coupled receptor super-family (con

taining the rhodopsins) is comparable in size to the protein kinase super-family, giving 

scope to  search for sequence co-variation. Oliveira et al. [167] have identified pairs of 

functional residues th a t appear to co-vary. They examined only residues th a t were well 

conserved w ithin a sub-family but were seen to change between sub-families. This iden

tified a network of connections mostly between binding-site positions. W ithout a known 

structure, this result cannot be verified but appears to be largely consistent with current 

models. This m ethod was based on a more general approach which has been described
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fully [94]. However, in this method, only conserved positions were excluded from the 

analysis and it is probable tha t any preferred adjacency between pairs of residues might 

be derived form the residual effect of conservation (C. Sander, personal communication).

The ability to spot correlated pairs and conserved residues allows a certain amount 

of constraint to be placed on the structure a sequence can adopt. Conserved positions 

lie relatively closer to each other in the protein core or in the active sites of enzymes and 

other binding sites. Positions in a multiple sequence alignment th a t appear to  co-vary 

— when one changes then another also changes — imply (as the simplest hypothesis) an 

adjacent spatial interaction. The pairwise information correctly assigned correlated pairs 

of residues could give would be powerful in identifying correct folds: if inter-atom ic (or at 

a lower resolution, inter-residue) distances could be predicted directly from the sequence, 

these could then be incorporated into existing methods of modelling based on stochastic 

search methods [38, 185] or distance-geometry [107, 222, 14] to allow a three dimensional 

model to be constructed. In Section 3 we discuss how such assignments can be made.
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2.2 C om parative Structural Analysis

Section 2.1 m apped the extent to which we can establish relationships between proteins 

given their sequences alone. It is well established tha t protein structures are better 

conserved than the degenerate sequences tha t make them  up [182]. Clearer insights into 

structure classification and fold recognition are available in this less noisy domain; the 

variety of techniques used to obtain the insights are the methods of comparative structural 

analysis.

There are two distinct perspectives from which any structural similarity can be viewed; 

the sim ilarity could be the result of evolutionary divergence, or convergence [70, 81]. 

W hile not m utually exclusive in a global sense, particulars for any pair of structurally 

related proteins frequently give rise to debate [69]. It is not the purpose of this intro

duction to review this debate as, to a certain extent, the empirical approach described 

earlier precludes it. W hatever the tru th  of any particular structural relationship , the 

root of the desire to compare protein structures is the idea tha t by stripping away vari

able regions we might come to some better definition of the underlying core fold. The 

im portance of comparative structural analysis is tha t it defines the conserved scaffold. 

Our goals are to embed the sequence-structure relationships embodied by the scaffold in 

patterns, whatever their ancestry. By generalizing these patterns, we might be able to 

relate further protein structures to each other, not to mention deduce new evolutionary 

and structural facts.

Approximations to the sequence-structure relationship can be useful in fold predic

tion. The inverse approach of taking a sequence and determining which structure it 

would “look best” on is generally known as threading. Each known protein structure
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can be thought of as having the capacity to “recognize” protein sequences likely to fold 

into a similar structure; different threading methods use different functions to effect this 

recognition [32, 227, 39], The recognition results in an alignment of the sequence on the 

structure in question. The power of threading methods lies in the fact th a t knowledge 

about protein structure and constraints on the possible number of folds is hard-wired 

into the recognition functions. W hen a native structure does correspond roughly to a 

structure known by the threading algorithm, threading often yields good structure pre

dictions. It has been estim ated tha t about one in three novel sequences represent new 

folds [168]. Despite the fact that new folds may be derived from folds known by the 

threading algorithm, these may not be recognized as a member of the same family as the 

known fold; threading algorithms typically have no built-in  knowledge of the relations 

between folds tha t are possible, and those tha t are not. Threadings recognize a discrete 

set of structures tha t exist rather than structural patterns possible given certain folding 

rules. Instead, we experiment later with “threading” a gram m ar over a sequence.

One of the difficulties in comparing protein structures is the appropriate level on which 

to define the similarity . On one level, the right-handed connection of parallel ^-folds is 

popular, the left-handed connection is very rare; this similarity is probably therm ody

namically driven [46]. At another level, the similarity between (^5/a ) 8-barrel fold proteins 

[179] is clearly more global in scope. To classify the similarities, we can either s tart from 

similarities of small structural “atom s”  ̂ and work up to domains, or start considering 

broad structural classes and descend some hierarchical tree. These two approaches cor

respond, broadly speaking, to “bottom -up” and “top-dow n” parsing respectively. Both 

types of structural classification are of importance to the empirical a ttem pt to predict

 ̂Atoms here should be interpreted in the linguistic sense.
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topology and fold, as they limit the combinatoric search which inevitably takes place.

The essence of the “bottom  up” approach to structural analysis is tha t not all pieces of 

folds are equal (see 2.3). There are some structures tha t act as protein folding nucléation 

sites; Efimov ([74]) suggests tha t there are three varieties of these :

1. Small standard structures and their combinations;

2. Standard structures formed by two elements of protein structure

3. Supersecondary structures formed by three and more secondary structures.

Small standard structures themselves can be subdivided into two types:

1. turns allowing chain reversal by 180 degrees;

2. turns allowing chain reversal by 90 degrees;

Ambiguity, while limited, is inherent in this classification, to be resolved at a later stage. 

The best example of this is the small standard structure , which can tu rn  through

90 deg or 180 deg .

It is possible tha t small structures -  in particular turns -  could have an im portant in

fluence in protein folding, guiding decisive long-range interactions [186]. Unfortunately, 

they are not always easily identified [242]. Even given tu rn  structures, it is difficult to 

determ ine the packing of a-helices and ^-strands connected by loops made up of a num 

ber of small standard structures. Efimov ([74, 75]) approaches this problem by searching 

for the common features arrangements of more complex protein structures, consisting of 

three or more helices and (or) strands. Subsequently, successive application of simple 

folding rules elucidates relationships between different protein classes  ̂ . A similar ap-

^For reference, these rules are:
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proach has been taken by Ptitsyn and Finkelstein ([182]), though with scarcer topology 

set. In contrast, Woolfson et al. [243] use a “bottom  up” approach to generate combina

tions which are subsequently trim m ed using handedness constraints. To determ ine the 

im portance of the constraints, the resultant set of structures is compared to the naturally 

occurring set.

The analyses of Efimov, P titsyn and Finkelstein all depend upon stepwise addition 

of secondary structures to an element of supersecondary structure, which can be looked 

upon as the nucléation site upon which folding can occur. One such supersecondary 

structure is the ABCD unit. When dealing with a single sequence we need a m ethod 

which gives us the best possible estim ate of where such a structure should occur in the 

sequence. In 6.2.1 we discuss flB  our algorithm for producing this estim ate.

Despite the celebrated and useful SCOP structural database ([118, 35], availability of 

good structure alignment algorithms is perhaps the single most im portant tool for “to p - 

down” protein classification ([216, 114], see [169] and references therein). In addition to 

allowing autom atic clustering of the ever-growing protein database, structural alignment 

algorithms also allow estimation of the number of types of protein fold found in nature 

[168, 238]. Generally, the difficult questions in terms of classification will come somewhere 

in the middle of the structural alignment process. Given a protein in the a  +  ^  fold group, 

for instance, we will, at some stage, have to decide whether the protein is a “sandwich” or 

a “roll” [170]. This type of task can be difficult even with rigorous structural alignment 

programs and methodologies [169, 37].

Textbook definitions of the levels of protein structure are useful from a discoursive

Helices and strands cannot be packed into one layer;
Crossing of connections is prohibited;
^ -a -0 -u m ts  should be folded into right-handed superhelices.
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point of view; in practice, the spectrum  of structures between secondary and tertiary  is 

difficult to partition. This is the case for both “top-down” and “bo ttom -up” approaches 

to comparative structural analysis. Unfortunately, it is precisely these structures we need 

to cluster to correctly guess the family a particular structure belongs to. To overcome 

this problem, the ability to refer to constituent pieces of protein architecture during a 

classification is required. It would be particularly useful to predict the best combinations 

of small standard structures, and decide between them. This applies during structural 

alignment “run-tim e” and during rule-based module growth. The procedure by which 

this could be accomplished is identical to the procedure for determining the best fit of a 

particular gram m ar over a protein sequence. We detail a procedure for arriving at such 

an estim ate in Section 6.
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2.3 Folding Pathways

Proteins fold in a m atter of seconds or less. Despite this, given a typical protein of 101 

amino acids, it has been suggested ([248]) that even if the protein is able to sample new 

configurations at the rate of lOd  ̂ per second, it would still take 10^  ̂ years to find them  

all. Amino acid sequences seem able to sample large areas of conformational space to find 

their distinct folds much more quickly than would be expected. This anomaly is usually 

known as the Levinthal paradox [138].

By considering each peptide bond correctly or incorrectly placed with regard to the 

native structure. Zwanzig et al. discuss a variant of the Levinthal paradox, in which 

the task is to get from an arbitrary distribution of correct and incorrect bonds to the 

completely correct chain.

If change is confined to peptide bonds which are incorrectly placed, the tim e it takes to 

fold a protein could be reduced; the argument is broadly similar to Dawkins’ “M ethinks 

it is a weasel” argument ([59]), where a monkey which cannot change the correct letters 

it types manages to type “Methinks it is a weasel” many orders of m agnitude faster than 

an “unconstrained” monkey.

Folding pathways provide a mechanism by which change can be confined to  discrete 

sections of the prim ary structure of a protein; the “monkey” could be at least partially 

controlled, and Levinthal’s paradox would seem less paradoxical. From the point of view 

of protein structure prediction, these rules are im portant insofar as they give us insight 

into the properties and environments of different sequence regions.

M utagenic studies give a more detailed picture as to the specifics of folding for any 

particular protein, as do analysis of sequence variation in families of homologous pro-
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teins ([141, 29, 31, 53]). The broader folding picture is dealt with better by biophysical 

m ethods, which are beginning to be able to probe the mechanisms by which proteins 

fold (see [199], [66], [21] and [85]). The hydrophobic properties of the fold rather than 

side-chain orientations are preserved over evolutionary tim e ([207, 191]). It is clear from 

both  approaches th a t the role of the hydrophobic effect in the folding process is pivotal. 

Experim ental and theoretical evidence points to the hydrophobic effect as the single most 

im portant force in protein folding [64, 127]. Proper positioning of hydrophobic residues, 

then, as outlined in 2.2, is the strongest sequence determ inant of the low resolution 

structure of proteins, apparently more im portant than secondary structure propensities 

of sequence regions [244]. The fact tha t this positioning can provide a “fingerprint” 

for a particular fold has not been lost on the world of structure prediction and design 

([14, 34, 117, 246, 208]). In reaching higher resolution structures, complementary side 

chain packing seems to be the principle determ inant. ([53, 141]). The extent of interplay 

of complementary side chain packing and hydrophobic forces varies in different proteins: 

A high proportion of m utants of the ribonuclease barnase, in which 12 of the 13 

core residues have together been randomly replaced by hydrophobic alternatives, retain 

enzym atic activity in vivo. In some cases, then, hydrophobicity is a nearly sufficient 

criterion for the functional core construction [16]. In other examples, specific core van 

der Waals volume constraints and steric constraints must be satisfied for function. For the 

A repressor, the volume differences between active m utants and the wild type value can be 

(approximately) no more than  2 methylene groups increase in volume and 3 methylene 

groups decrease in volume [141]. For the A repressor, even when both hydrophobic 

and volume requirements are satisfied, core side chains must pack together avoiding 

steric clashes which would disrupt protein function. This steric com patibility depends
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on protein backbone position and the global protein structure; the folding rules which 

specify which residues are sterically permissible impose subtle constraints upon protein 

sequences, and are harder to define than hydrophobic and volume requirements [194, 141].

If hydrophobic forces and complementary side chain packing are param ount in es

tablishing the structure of the core, what is the role of salt bridges and hydrogen bond 

networks in the protein interior? While there is debate as to whether solvent exposed 

salt bridges stabilize proteins, buried salt bridges do seem to [148]. Even when they do 

not, they may be essential in establishing conformational specificity: replacing buried 

hydrogen bond interactions with hydrophobic interactions can lead to a shift from a 

dimeric to a tetram eric form of coiled coil. This tetram eric form has a greater stability, 

but the A-helical monomers in the tetram er assume both antiparallel and parallel orien

tations ([108, 143]). On the other hand, buried polar interactions do not always serve to 

constrain the conformations a protein can adopt; combinatorial mutagenesis shows tha t 

some can be replaced with im punity in the Arc repressor [236]. W hat is more, each of 

the m utants generated were both biologically active and significantly more stable than 

the wild type. Despite this potential dispensability of buried polar interactions, it would 

be interesting to know #  how good methods to spot them  could be. Accurate methods 

could provide distance constraints with which to predict a low resolution protein fold 

[15, 218, 106, 94, 164, 200].

Specific sequence elements, while clearly essential for a protein to be active, can also 

be critical for particular folds. A designed coiled coil has been made to form a dimer, 

trim er or tetram er by substituting isoleucine for leucine at the a and d positions of the 

heptad repeat ( [103, 104]).

In general, while some protein cores seem more tolerant than others to changes in
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side chain shape and size ([152, 16]) the 3D context of the substitutions, deletions and 

insertions which are allowed in any particular sequence region dictate precisely how per

missible the m utations are.

Biophysical methods are beginning to be able to probe the mechanisms by which 

proteins fold. There is general agreement on the fact tha t the protein passes through 

the “molten globule” state -  perhaps the most im portant of the transition states, and 

certainly the most discussed. Molten globules are compact and defined with regard 

to secondary structure; the absence of permanent long-range interactions makes their 

topology less constrained. While still the subject of debate, this definition encompasses 

a wide range of partially folded proteins, with and without disulphide bonds [77, 166].

The earliest events in protein folding remain controversial; although events have been 

partially reconstructed for some proteins, it is unclear as to how general the resulting 

schemes for early folding will be. As early as 1973, Ptitsyn characterized the “fram e

work” model as a stepwise procedure for protein folding, where the the results of each 

step are not substantially reconstructed at subsequent steps ( see [183] for a recent en- 

glish language review). One of the distinguishing features of this model is th a t firstly 

“fluctuating embryos” of secondary structure appear in the denatured or otherwise un

folded chain; collapse to the molten globule state occurs after this. This seems to be true 

for a num ber of proteins studied [95, 229, 41]. According to the framework model, the 

molten globule stage serves to select a fold from the restricted set of tertiary  structures 

perm itted by the predefined secondary structures; these stay firmly in place throughout 

the procedure. Studies in which the conformations of short peptides are shown to be 

the same as in the proteins from which they are derived also supply evidence for the 

framework model [71]; some regions do show a degree of structural self-determination.
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An additional factor is the correlation between translationally fast and slow regions of 

mRNA and secondary structure ([225]).

On the other hand, the structural analysis of Argos [13] and later Cohen [51] have 

shown th a t the same peptide sequences can adopt different structures depending upon 

the tertiary  context of the proteins they find themselves in, and tha t the structural 

autonomy of peptides may be limited. Itzhaki et al. [119] have provided hard biophysical 

data  th a t is, to a certain extent, a refutation of earlier arguments th a t local sequence will 

suffice to determ ine secondary structure [181, 188]. Because of this, the idea th a t folding 

does not need nucléation sites and is, instead, critically dependent on intrinsic secondary 

structure propensities and side chain packing (the “jigsaw puzzle” model) seems unlikely, 

for theoretical and experimental reasons [36, 89]. Rival theories are instead dom inated by 

the idea the first stage in protein folding seems to be hydrophobic collapse to a “com pact” 

form, followed by or parallel to secondary structure formation [155, 66]. Nucleation- 

condensation, as outlined by Fersht et al. is an example; detailed and interesting studies 

on the truncated 64-residue chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) mean th a t the protein has 

become a paradigm  for this highly cooperative model [90, 119, 120, 172, 79]. Here, 

secondary and tertiary  structure are formed in parallel, with the nucleus for folding 

requiring interactions with residues tha t are distant in sequence. The principle component 

of the nucleus is the single helix in CI2; this seems to occur “only flickeringly” ([79] ) in 

the denatured state, requiring the support of long range interactions for a fully-fledged 

appearance  ̂ . We can infer tha t simple models in which local interactions dom inate 

([231]) need refining before they picture folding events (for some proteins) accurately. 

There is, however, theoretical support for condensation around a nucléation site followed

^It is interesting to compare Fersht's “flickering” embryos with Ptitsyn’s “fluctuating embryos”!
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by consolidation of secondary structure [3]. The nucleation-condensation m ethod shows 

th a t for some proteins, formation of secondary structure is critically dependent upon long- 

range contextual information; bad news from the point of view of secondary structure 

prediction programs which consider only local sequence windows. It is precisely because of 

this folding paradigm th a t the topology prediction program we have developed (“semtEx 

” , see Section 6) can assess long range contextual information to categorize ambiguous 

sequence patterns. It is interesting tha t when we use semtEx on the 64 residue amino 

acid sequence of CI2, the best threading of a  and /? onto CI2 identifies the helix and one 

of the strands essential in forming the CI2 folding nucleus; experimentally, there seems 

to be a similar extent of formation of structure in beta strand 3 and 4 (see [90] and 

Figure 1). It is also interesting to note tha t native-like secondary and tertiary  structure 

are only formed when sufficient residues are present for an ABCD unit [75] to be formed, 

perhaps validating the stress Efimov places on it in his structural analysis (see above).
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^  Core structural elem ents spotted by sem tEx ^

N

C onstituent of ABCD structural m otif (see text)

I ' i g i i i o  1: S p o i l i n g  n i i c l o a l i o n  ( ? l e n i e n t s  in  C . ' l i y n i o t r y p s i n  i n h i b i t o r  II



At present it is unclear whether hydrophobic collapse precedes secondary structure 

form ation or vice versa. It seems likely tha t as the interior of the protein become more 

hydrophobic, specific types of secondary structure -  am phipathic helices in particular -  

could be stabilized. Only after the secondary structures are stabilized do longer range 

interactions become more perm anent, leading to a specific sidechain packing.

Autonomously folding domains and modular protein architecture could allow long 

protein sequences to evolve without the risk of misfolding; at least, this seems to be 

the case for the multimeric luciferase, whose tertiary structure is formed by increm ental 

assembly of its domains [201]. There is also strong evidence tha t barnase can fold by the 

association of independently folded parts [131]. C12 itself could be viewed as a minimal 

folding unit or a single module of a larger protein, though it contains a smaller ABCD 

unit (see Figure 1 and above). While there are some problems with lattice modelling of 

large proteins, these simulations also show separate domains folding by multinucleation 

pathways [4].

It is relatively difficult to get direct experimental evidence for the role of supersec

ondary structures as nucléation sites for protein folding. In one of the rare examples, a 

three helical m otif in Thermolysin was shown to fold autonomously to the same structure 

it adopts in the intact protein [187]. The existence of similar supersecondary structures in 

^ /o ,  /3+aand ^-fold classes seems likely, but has not been dem onstrated. Chelvanayagam 

et ah have predicted protein folding pathways for five different proteins by fragmenting 

protein sequences structurally into regions bounded by m ajor changes in main chain di

rection. Starting with the two fragments th a t have the most buried surface, fragments are 

added sequentially to the initial pair, according to which maximizes buried surface area. 

The predictions conform to experimental data better than  those of Moult and Unger
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([157]). This may be because of the importance of considering regions bounded by m ajor 

changes in main chain direction: if so, identifying such regions should be fundam ental to 

predicting the fold. In addition, similarly folded proteins with divergent sequences were 

predicted to fold (in general) by the same pathways, suggesting th a t the folding rules 

th a t apply may be evolutionarily conserved. Although the definition of folding rules and 

pathways within the molten globule is diffuse, it is clear th a t they do not unequivocally 

map a sequence to a single structure in the early stages of folding. Interm ediates are 

found for proteins [149, 184], though there is debate as to whether they are necessary 

[204] or adventitious [102].

From a predictive perspective, intermediates are particularly im portant: Lattice m od

els, to ease the com putational burden of simulating a whole protein folding, represent 

amino acids as structureless beads to be strung onto a cubic lattice. An axiom of lattice 

modelling is th a t the native protein fold will be found at the global energy minimum; 

the therm odynam ic assumption. This assumption is supported by in vitro renaturation 

experiments [12, 54]. Taking this as given, successful conformational search for the global 

m inimum yields the native structure (see [28, 36, 4, 132]). Certain simplifications are re

quired to avoid the combinatorial complexity of finding the global minimum [84, 230, 165]. 

W ith these assumptions, models which search for the global energy minimum have been 

used with some success [92], and have proved versatile enough to recognize proteins whose 

sequences have diverged considerably [1]. These models do (in general) make assumptions 

about side chain packing and are therefore especially applicable to the early events in 

protein folding. Finding the global minimum is not easy: the tim e and accuracy of pre

dictive methods reliant on conformational search strategies over lattices therefore varies 

with the ruggedness of the energy landscape. Some energy landscapes -  such as those
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created by the royal road function [156] and the bump function [130] -  are very difficult 

to search over, even with the latest algorithms and the fastest computers. Interm ediates 

complicate the energy landscape; the more and the stabler the interm ediates, the harder 

it is to find the global energy minimum  ̂ . Intermediates can be classified as to whether 

they are productive or not; if they are productive, there is a route to the native state, 

if not they act as kinetic traps. Until recently it was thought tha t the interm ediates 

themselves could not give rise to persistent, close packed structures; this would directly 

contravene the therm odynam ic assumption. It is now known tha t certain sequences can 

and do give rise to more than  one topology [65]. For insulin, exposure to  denaturing 

conditions can give rise to a misfolded species tha t has a compact, ordered structure 

quite distinct from the native state [116]. For CD2, a particularly striking non-native 

dimeric state  has also been found [159]. In the same way, large conformational changes 

-  especially where the altered state is presumed to be in a lower energy state  -  also 

present difficulties for the “strong” thermodynamic assumption. The folding of influenza 

haemagglutinin is a particularly good example; a helix “springs” out, making the confor

m ational change dram atic [241, 19, 18]. A large part of sequence in EF-Tu predicted as 

alpha helical has been shown to change structure to adopt a (3 conformation [2]. Serpins 

too undergo an a  to ^  conformational switch [240]. The functional protein here is clearly 

not at the lowest energy state: the active form converts to an inactive form when an a  

helix converts, over several hours, to a ^strand  [19]. Research into a  to /? conversions 

and misfolding in general should become more prominent in the near future: conversion 

of cellular prion protein to its “infectious” form is thought to be via an a  to /? conversion

'^Empirical Prediction methods which do not make any thermodynamic assumptions do not suffer 
similar theoretical shortfalls.
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[2], and defective folding is thought to be at the root of at least sixteen diseases [226].

P utting  interm ediates and alternate forms aside, there are other fault-lines in the 

strong therm odynam ic assumption Many proteins are synthesized as precursors in 

the form of pre-pro-proteins. The pro-sequences show extensive variation in size, and an 

increasing num ber have been found to be essential for correct protein folding [72, 5, 73]. 

Pro regions are thought to be agents partially responsible for piloting prepro-proteins 

over the conformational landscape to the particular fold they adopt. This piloting would 

not be necessary if the strong thermodynamic assumption were true. Despite this, for 

some prepro-proteins, the guidance is critical: denatured a-lytic protease, for instance, 

cannot refold to the native state and instead forms an interm ediate possessing secondary 

structure but lacking defined tertiary contacts. This interm ediate is stable for m onths in 

buffer, with no conversion to the native state. On addition of the pro region, conversion 

to the native state  ensues immediately [5, 19]. For prediction methods hoping to mimic 

folding by identifying nucléation sites and applying folding rules, it will be critical to 

incorporate these pro-regions; solving the fold of a sequence without this information 

would be like trying to reconstruct a chess position in which invisible pieces have played 

a part.

Guidance of complex protein topology is not limited to prepro-proteins. Pro-regions 

can form a kind of “intramolecular chaperone” [72] without which folding cannot occur. 

Inter-molecular chaperones seem to act at different stages of the protein folding pathway; 

Hsp70-like chaperones seem to bind to the polypeptide chain while it is either ribosome 

bound or in a state  of transit across membranes, while the double toroid of the Hsp-60-like 

chaperones provides a natural com partm ent in which folding can take place “privately”

’See Unger et al. [230] for the weak thermodynamic hypothesis
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(see [105] for a review). The chaperones probably act to unfold misfolded states, to 

anneal sequences continuously till the correct conformation is found, and to prevent 

aggregation of folded states; the mechanisms by which they work are only beginning 

to  be dissected [80, 245]. The main function of the chaperone GroEl seems to  be to 

“supervise” the correct folding of the subunits of protein structure; assembly of these 

elements into oligomeric proteins occurs on release [105].

It is to be expected tha t rules and chaperones are also involved in the folding of 

domains which are not sequentially segregated, though it is hard to visualize how this 

might be done. A prime example of this are domains II, III and IV of topoisomerase-1, 

which are mainly a  mainly a  and mainly ^respectively. The protein is unusual in th a t it 

flouts therm odynam ic expectations by having a large hole in it, with the three domains 

toroidally arranged.

Instead of the domains occurring consecutively from N to C term ini, effectively seg

regated from one another in sequence, we find the domains nested in each other. As 

shown in Figure 2, the sequence passes from domain II to domain IV to domain III, 

then back to domain IV and domain II. Nucleation-condensation models assume that 

for proteins made of several modules, individual modules will collapse; coalescing of the 

collapsed modules will then result in the specific tertiary arrangement of the protein [79]. 

It is particularly hard to see how collapse without guidance could result in the domain 

arrangem ent and topology of topoisomerase-1 ; the same seems true of the framework 

model, without considerable elaboration.
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The topoisomerase-1 example is not an isolated case; insertions of one domain into 

random  positions in another would seem to be bound to disrupt folding, as the insertion 

could be reasonably expected to be disruptive [176]. Inserted domains would be divided 

into two pieces separated by a long sequence; in the topoisomerase example, the insertion 

itself is inserted into! Russell provides a good review of the increasing num ber of domain 

insertions known ([190]). Possibly inserted domains are put in loops connecting secondary 

structures th a t must be in close proximity for the domain which is inserted into to fold; if 

not, both domains would have to be able to fold independently, regardless of the sequence 

of one being interrupted by the sequence of the other. It is self evident tha t the tertia ry  

context of the insertion will be critical; indeed, the phrase “Context is Everything” is a 

recurring them e in reviews on protein design and folding ([150]). Patterns whose ambition 

it is to capture the regularities of the protein core will therefore have to be able to include 

contextual information, a point particularly im portant in the construction of parsers for 

their recognition (see Section 6).

In summary, the two key tasks in the prediction of topology are the prediction of 

nucléation sites, and the use of folding rules to guide the hierarchical accretion of sec

ondary structures around these nuclei. Successful recognition and application of rules 

would bridge experimental treatm ents of folding and theoretical structural analysis. The 

results would be free from the uncertainties surrounding the search for the global en

ergy minimum. The method would also obviate the need for vast conformational search 

strategies, freeing structure prediction from a search described by its proponents as one 

“for a needle in a haystack” [28, 63]. As such, tertiary  tem plates and the patterns th a t 

describe them  could prove useful in determining which sequences could fold into active 

protein folds. It also seems possible th a t the determ inants of the protein fold alone could
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be found by making the tem plates more redundant. Templates and patterns of this sort 

would be useful for sequence to structure mapping and protein design; in Section 3 we 

discuss their construction and recognition in detail.
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3 M eth od s: C oord in ated  C hanges

The pa ttern  m ethod used by Altschuh et a l  [9] is difficult to generalise towards both large 

sequence alignments and partially matching patterns and it is not clear how a physico

chemical component might be introduced. For these reasons a pattern  matching approach 

has not been pursued and, instead, a method closer to simple correlation analysis has 

been adopted.

Of interest is the relationship of a pair of residues in one sequence in a multiple 

sequence alignment with other pairs at the same position in different sequences. This 

might be expressed by conditional probabilities but because of the size of the amino acid 

alphabet, the contingency tables would be too sparse. Instead, all pairwise compensations 

were identified involving residues a and b (at position i in sequences m and n, respectively) 

with residues c and d at another position (j in sequences m and n).

An example might help clarify; residue a might be an arginine (R) which is substituted 

by a glutam ic acid (E) at position 6, while an aspartic acid (D) at c is substitu ted by 

a lysine (K) at d. This example of compensating charges can be viewed either as an 

evolutionary process in which a m utation at one position has dictated the compensatory 

change at the other, or more simply, tha t the stability of the protein requires a salt-bridge 

involving these two positions and its polarity is unim portant (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Pairwise com pensation score calculation. — In a multiple alignment of 
protein sequences (solid lines), two positions i and j  (dashed lines) are considered. At 
these positions each pair of sequences m  and n is taken and a score calculated based on 
the nature of the four residues a, b, c and d, using one of the methods described in Section 
2.2. Pairs of sequences ah, ac, db and dc are referred to as the edges or edge transitions (if 
the quantity is vectorial), while ad and be are referred to as the diagonals or the diagonal 
transitions.
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3.1 A m ino Acid M etrics

To identify compensating changes, such as the charge example (above), it is not sufficient 

to  know th a t both R -E  and D-K are large changes — the additional knowledge tha t 

R —>E and D ^ K  are in opposite (compensating) directions is required.

Most models of amino acid relatedness are based on similarity measures [61, 123]. 

Directional information can be obtained from these values by devising a score based 

on the relative sizes of the edge {ab, ac, bd, cd) and diagonal (ad, be) transitions of 

the four residues considered. A more consistent approach, however, is to convert the 

sim ilarity m atrix  to a m atrix of Euclidean distances from which spatial relationships can 

be obtained directly [220]. A regularised model of these relationships has been captured 

in a three-dimensional network of amino-acids — similar in nature to the Venn diagram 

of physico-chemical properties devised earlier [209]. (Table la).

Simple scales of amino acid physico-chemical properties were also used to analyse the 

physical basis of any effect. Those tha t have previously been found to be most im portant 

were: side-chain volume [98], hydrophobicity [139] and charge polarity. (See Table lb , 

for details).
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X Y Z
A 0.536 -1.158 1.194
C 1.454 -0.144 1.806
D -1.818 -1.226 0.166
E -0.850 -1.664 -0.892
F 0.946 1.408 -0.834
G -0.564 -1.948 0.554
H -0.520 0.492 -0.342
I 2.416 -0.692 -0.874

K -1.170 1.594 0.458
L 2.162 0.690 -0.348

M 1.048 -0.086 -0.994
N -1.838 0.260 0.336
P -0.826 -0.562 1.078
Q -1.556 -0.338 -1.012
R -1.744 1.154 -0.864
S 0.390 0.302 0.840
T 0.486 -1.298 -0.304
V 1.570 -0.492 0.350

W -0.452 1.924 -0.802
Y 0.328 1.782 0.488

Volume Phobie Charge
A 22.7 18.0 0.0
C 34.9 25.0 0.0
D 46.5 -35.0 -30.0
E 63.5 -35.0 -30.0
F 91.1 28.0 0.0
G 5.7 -4.0 0.0
H 74.7 -32.0 22.5
I 73.7 45.0 0.0

K 79.5 -39.0 30.0
L 73.7 38.0 0.0

M 74.6 19.0 0.0
N 54.0 -35.0 0.0
P 45.3 -16.0 0.0
Q 71.0 -35.0 0.0
R 100.4 -45.0 30.0
S 30.4 -8.0 -15.0
T 47.4 -7.0 -15.0
V 56.7 42.0 0.0

W 120.7 -9.0 7.5
Y 100.2 -13.0 -15.0

(a) Amino acid network (b) Physico-chemical scales

Table 1: Spatial m odels of amino acid relatedness. — a) Three-dimensional coor
dinates specifying the positions of the amino acids (one-letter code) in a network. The 
distance between adjacent (similar) amino acids is constant and their arrangem ent derives 
from m utational and physico-chemical considerations (Taylor and Jones, 1993). b) Three 
m ajor physico-chemical properties of amino acids — side-chain volume (Grantham , 1974), 
hydrophobicity (Levitt, 1976) and charge polarity. Each property was roughly scaled by 
the factors 1:3:10, respectively, to produce numerically equivalent values which m aintain 
the expected order of the means as volume > hydrophobicity >  charge.
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3.2 Scoring C om pensated Changes

In all the schemes presented in this section, a score was calculated only when the two 

selected residues in the same sequence were not identical and the two residues in different 

sequences at the same position were not identical. Using the designation of positions 

defined above, if a =  6, or a =  c, or 6 =  d, or c =  d, then no score was calculated. This 

implements the expectation tha t if no change is seen in one pair then any change in the 

other pair is not informative. In addition, any position in the alignment th a t contained 

a gap or a residue of unknown type was excluded from all calculations.

To avoid the continual use of subscripted entities, the similarity (and other measures) 

between pairs of residues (say, a and 6) will be written simply as ab when the property 

is scalar and as a 6 for vector quantities.

3.2.1 D iagonal Identity (A)

The simplest measure of compensated change (under the above conditions) is when iden

tical residues are diagonally opposed; which is: a = d and h = c (using the above 

designations).

3.2.2 D iagonal Sim ilarity (B)

The preceding scheme (A) was generalised to use a measure of amino acid similarity, 

rather than  identity. To mimic the conjunction {and condition) applied to the diagonal 

pairs, a product of their similarity was taken. This score was elaborated by incorporating 

the size of the changes seen on the edge transitions (which are expected to be small) as 

follows:

{ad T  l)(6c T 1)
ab a c h d b e  
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where ah is the similarity of residues a and h given by the 250 PAM relatedness m atrix  of 

[61]. One is added to each term  in the numerator to prevent the score being zero when 

ad =  0 or 6c =  0, This also allows the reciprocal measure to be used with an amino 

acid distance m atrix. In summary, when using a similarity measure the diagonal term s 

(the num erator) iH F  be large, while the edge terms (summed in the denominator) will 

be small, giving a large value of s for well compensated pairs.

3.2.3 Vectorial M easures (C)

Given a set of vectors {u} between amino acids, the role of the diagonal transitions 

in determ ining the degree of compensation becomes less im portant as this can now be 

measured directly from either pair of opposing edges,® as follows:

t i j m n  — 1̂ 6 cd|. (2)

In this formulation, ab represents a vector connecting amino acids a and b (“u ^). By 

this measure similar changes in the same direction will contribute little, while changes in 

opposite directions should dominate.

An alternate formulation tha t gives more explicit weighting to the direction of the 

vectors is to take their scalar (dot) product (©), as follows:

""Uijmn = |a6||cd| -  (abQcd). (3)

®If only vector addition is used, it can be demonstrated easily that the score obtained from one set of 
transitions equals the score obtained from the orthogonal pair: representing amino acid coordinates in 
upper-case and vectors in lower case (as above), then; ab — c d =  [B — A) — { D C )  =  {C — A) —( D — B)  =  
dc — bd
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(Subtraction from the product of lengths is simply to ensure the measure is positive). 

Using this relationship the two orthogonal transitions are no longer symmetric and an 

equivalent score can be formulated in terms of the other pair of edges as follows:

^ U i j m n  =  |d c | |W | -  (OC ©  Ù ) .  (4 )

Since there is no reason to prefer the score from the ‘vertical’ edges (^u) over th a t from 

the  ‘horizontal’ edges (^u), these were combined giving an overall score, u, as follows:

'^ i jm n  — ^ i j m n  4" (b )

3.2 .4  C oncerted Pairwise Transitions

The scores discussed in the previous section derive from pairs of positions in pairs of 

sequences. While a sum of the scores over all pairs of sequences might provide an adequate 

measure for two positions, it does explicitly not take into account the concerted nature 

of the changes. Given a perfectly compensating pair of positions, the values obtained by 

the previous scores for all pairs of sequences should partition into a highly scoring and 

a low scoring group. For example; considering arrangements of only electrostatic charge 

(+  or —) at two positions in an alignment; the scores for the residue patterns (gj) will 

adhere to the inequality: ( t+ ) =  (+1) >  ( l | )  =  (+ l) , giving two distinct groups.

3.2.5 Partition  Score

This polarisation of scores anticipated for well compensated pairs of positions can be

identified by dividing the sequences into two groups such tha t the scores between groups
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are large while the scores within each group are small. In practice a score can be devised 

to  recognise this ideal. Dividing the sequences into two groups, A  and B , of M  and N  

m em bers, the following score (S):

_______________S g l    . . .
s.j) + ( e £ t ' Ef=.« +1  ̂ ^

will have a m aximum value when the sequences are suitably partitioned, where, is 

the score obtained by any of the methods described in the previous section for a pair of 

sequences (z and j )  at a pair of (unspecified) positions in a multiple alignment. (Figure 4). 

In the simple electrostatic charge example given above, the A  group might correspond to 

the (4---- ) pattern , with the B  group corresponding to the (  h) pattern .

3.2.6 C luster Analysis

The division of the sequences tha t gives the maximum value of S  cannot easily be found 

for certain except by an exhaustive combinatoric search. Since this calculation must 

be m ade for every pair of positions in an alignment, a more approxim ate solution was 

found using multiple-linkage cluster analysis. It is unlikely tha t the highest scoring pair 

of sequences will be in the same group: therefore, taking each of these sequences as the 

core of the two groups, others can be added to either group depending on their relative 

affinities to the current group members. The affinity of a sequence for a group was 

calculated as the closest similarity to any member of one group divided by the largest 

dissimilarity to any member of the other.

Designating the two groups [A or B) a.s A  = {« i , . . . ,  am) and B  =  {6i , . . . ,  hn) and 

those still unassigned as C =  {c i , . . . ,  ak) then an unassigned sequence Cj can be assigned
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Figure 4; P a r ti t io n  score from  th e  c lu ste red  sequences. — For a given pair of 
positions in a multiple sequence alignment, compensation scores were calculated for all 
pairs of sequences (A-H). These are displayed in a matrix as a grey scale from black (little 
compensation) to white (high compensation) in which the sequences have been divided 
(by cluster analysis) into two groups A (A-D) and B  (E-F) such that a maximum sum 
of scores is obtained between the two groups (when normalised by the sum of the scores 
within groups).
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a preference ( Pj )  to join each group as:

m iniuj— ) "f" 1j4 j 3  __ I j U; /  I /

m a x ^ = ; i _ ^ 7 2 ) 4" 1

and

B p  _  rniHî=l^n(’ScjbJ +  1 /g\
maXj=i_f77j,(scjttt ) 4~ f

for groups A  and B , respectively. (Where s is, again, the pairwise score calculated by any 

of the m ethods in Section 3.2). The minimum of both these values over the members of C  

then identifies the next sequence to join the group with which the m inim um  is associated.

3.2 .7  D ata

Protein families were selected as test data, covering a range of size, structural types and 

sequence relatedness. Each family contained a protein with a known three dimensional 

structure which had been solved by X-ray crystallographic analysis to be tter than  2.5Â 

resolution.

Alignments were obtained using the program MULTAL [210] (Jones, Thornton, Taylor; 

unpublished results) and only those with five or more members were considered. To 

m oderate the effect of variation in the number of sequences in each family, alignments 

which contained more than  ten sequences were reduced to ten by successively eliminating 

one sequence from the remaining most similar pair (under the constraint th a t the sequence 

of known structure m ust be retained). The resulting families were typically composed of 

pairs of members with 40% identical residues upwards. In this range the quality of the 

sequence alignments is expected to be high and this was confirmed by visual inspection. 

From the analysis of [47, 48] the members of the families can certainly be expected to have
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the same fold and probably differ only by a few Angstroms minimal root-mean-square 

deviation. A few families, however, contained more remotely related sequences (indicated 

by an asterisk in the following section). These had been compiled in other studies using 

structural considerations to ensure the quality of their alignment {e. g. [224, 223]).

Since some degree of optimisation is involved in the various investigations described in 

the results section, the database of families was divided into two with one half being used 

for test purposes while keeping the other as a control. This division was made simply on 

the lexical order of the protein structure databank code identifiers.

3.2.8 Protein  Families

The protein families are listed below in the following format:

# )  N  PDB =  protein, M , R  — CO DEl, C0D E2, . . . ,  C0DE7V.

where is a numeric identifier; N  is the number of proteins in the family; PDB is 

the Protein Databank [27] code identifier of the selected structure; protein is the family 

name (if plural, this may vary among members); M  is the length of the protein of known 

structure; R  is the lowest pairwise percentage identity among the members (an asterisk 

against this num ber indicates tha t the selection of sequences and their alignment was 

not autom atic); and CO DEl, . . . ,  CODEA^ — 1, are the SW ISSPROT sequence databank 

[17] identifiers of the sequences (with the sequence of the X-ray structure this makes N  

members).

1) 10 1BP2 =  phospholipase A2, 123, 47.9 — PA23-OXYSC, PA23-NOTSC, PA2H- 
LATCO, PA22-OXYSC, PA2B-BUNEA, PA21-NAJME, PA29-PSEAU, PA23-NAJME, 
PA2N-BUNFA.

2) 10 1CCR= cytochrom e C, 111,40.8 — CY2-RHOGL,CY2-RHOVI, CY2-RH0VA, 
CYC-TRYBR, CYC-EUGGR, CYC-CRIFA, CYC-CRION, CYC2-YEAST, CYC-CAEEL.

3) 10 ICTF =  ribosom al protein, 68, 45.5 — RLA-STRGR, RLA-RHOSH, RLA- 
HALEU, RLA-BACSU, RLA-HALPR, RLA-DESVM, RLA-BACST, RLA-MICLY, RL7-
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SALTY.
4) 9 lECA =  h em o g lo b in , 136, 40.9 — GLBH-CHITH, GLB9-CHITH, GLB6-CHITH, 

GLB2-CHITH, GLB7-CHITH, GLBZ-CHITH, GLB4-CHITH, GLB3-CHITH.
5) 10 IGCR =  c ry s ta ll in  and 7), 174, 44.1 — CRBS-BOVIN, CRGl-CYPCA, 

CRG2-CYPCA, CRBS-CYPCA, CRGl-RANTE, CRG2-RANTE, CRGA-HUMAN, CRGB- 
MOUSE, CRGC-HUMAN.

6) 10 IGDl (0) =  g ly ce ra Id eh y d e -3 -p h o sp h a te  d eh y d ro g e n ase , 334, 40.4 — 
G 3PA-T0BAC, G3PA-MAIZE, G3P-ZYMM 0, G3PA-SPI0L, G3PC-H0RVU, G3PC- 
TOBAC, G3PC-SINAL, G3PC-MESCR, G3PC-MAIZE.

7) 10 ILZl =  ly so zy m e, 130, 39.4 — LYC-COTJA, LYC-HORSE, LYC-EQUAS, 
LYC-COLLI, LYC-BOVIN, LYCl-ANAPL, LYC-MELGA, LYC-PHACO, LYC-CHICK.

8) 5 IMBA =  m yog lob in , 147, 70.0 — GLB-APLJU, GLB-DOLAU, GLB-APLKU, 
GLB-APLLI.

9) 9 1SN3 =  sco rp io n  n e u ro to x in , 65, 28.0* — AEP-BUTMA, SCX2-LEIQU, SCXl- 
CENLI, SCX2-CENSU, SCX4-CENN0, SCXI-CENSC, SCXl-CENSC, SCX2-CENSC.

10) 10 2AZA =  a zu r in , 129, 42.2 — AZU2-METJ, AZUR-PSEAE, A ZU l-M ETJ, 
AZUR-PSEFB, AZUR-PSEFC, AZUR-PSEFD, AZUR-ALCFA.

11) 10 2CA2 =  c a rb o n ic  a n h y d ra se , 226, 53.6 — CAHl-RABIT, CAHl-MOUSE, 
CAH3-HUMAN, CAH3-M0USE, CAH3-RAT, CAH3-H0RSE, CAHl-HORSE, CAHl- 
HUMAN, CAHl-MACMU.

12) 7 2LTN =  p e a  le c tin , 181, 36.7 — LEC-ONOVI, LEC-ERYCO, LEC-LATSP, 
LEC-LENCU, LEC-VICFA, LECB-LATOC.

13) 5 2MHR =  m y o h e m e ry th r in , 118, 46.4 — HEMT-THEDY, HEM T-THEZO, 
HEM T-PHAGO, HEMM-THEZO.

14) 10 20V0 =  ovom uco id  in h ib ito r  (third domain), 56, 42.9 — IPSG-MELME, 
IPSG-FELCA, IPSG-CANFA, IPSG-PANLE, IPSG-VULVU, IAC2-B0VIN, lOVO-EUOEL, 
lOVO-NOTCI, lOVO-CARRE.

15) 6 2PAB (A) =  p re a lb u m in , 228, 81.6 — TTHY-MOUSE, TTHY-SHEEP, TTHY- 
RAT, TTHY-HUMAN, TTHY-RABIT.

16) 10 2RHE =  im m u n o g lo b u lin  (variable domain), 114, 35.2* — K V ll-R A B IT , 
LV6E-HUMAN, KVIW -HUMAN, KV3C-HUMAN, LV7A-HUMAN, KV3I-M 0USE, KV09- 
RABIT, KV12-RABIT, KV05-RABIT.

17) 10 2RNT =  rib o n u c lease s , 104, 44.4 — RNUl-USTSP, RNF2-FUSLA, RNMS- 
ASPPH, RNFl-FUSLA, RNFl-FUSM O, RNNl-NEUCR, RNC2-ASPCL, R N Tl-PEN B R , 
RN Tl-PEN CH .

18) 10 2WSY (B) =  try p to p h a n  sy n th ase  (^-chain), 385, 41.1 — TRPB-HALVO, 
TRPB-LACCA, TRPB-BRELA, TRPB-M ETVO, TRPB-BACST, TRPB-TH ETH , TRPB- 
BACSU, TRPB-PSEPU , TRPB-CAUCR.

19) 10 2YPI =  tr io se p h o sp h a te  iso m erase , 147, 45.9 — TPIS-TRYBR, TPIS- 
SCHPO, TPIS-ASPNI, TPIS-MAIZE, TPIS-LATCH, TPIS-MOUSE, TPIS-CHICK, TPIS- 
MACMU, TPIS-RABIT.

20) 8 351C =  c y to c h ro m e  C551, 82, 41.5 — CY2-RH0TE, C552-HYDTH, C551- 
PSESP, C551-AZOVI, C551-PSEME, C551-PSEFC, C551-PSEST.

21) 10 3ADK =  a d e n y la te  k in ase , 194, 29.3* — KAD-CHICK, KAD-CYPCA, KAD- 
MYCCA, KAD-PARDE, KAD-BACSU, KAD-ECOLI, KADl-BOVIN, KAD2-B0VIN, 
KAD2-YEAST.

22) 10 3PGK =  p h o sp h o g ly c e ra te  k inase , 416, 48.8 — PGKY-W HEAT, PGK-
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P E N C E , PGK-ASPNI, PGK2-HUMAN, PGK2-M 0USE, PGK-TRIRE, PGK2-RAT, PGKl- 
MOUSE, PGK-HORSE, ONCO-RAT,

23) 9 4CPV =  p a rv a lb u m in , 108, 39.8 — PRVA-RAJCL, PRVA-AMPME, PRVA- 
RANES, PRVA-LATCH, PRVA-RANCA, PRVA-RABIT, PRVA-HUMAN, PRVA-ESOLU.

24) 6 4FD1 =  fe rre d o x in , 106, 42.1 — FER-BACAC, FER2-RH 0CA , FER-THETH, 
FER-PSEPU , FER-PSEST.

25) 8 4FXN =  flavodox in , 138, 15.8* — FLAV-ANASP, FLAV-CHOCR, FLAV- 
AZOVI, FLAV-KLEPN, FLAV-CLOSP, FLAV-MEGEL, FLAV-DESVH.

26) 10 4PTP =  try p s in s , 223, 62.3 — TRYP-SQUAC, TRY4-RAT, TRYP-XENLA, 
TRY3-HUMAN, TRYP-MOUSE, TRYl-RAT, TRY2-HUMAN, TRYl-HUM AN, TRYl- 
CANFA.

27) 6 4XIA =  x y lu lo se  iso m erase , 393, 62.4 — XYLA-STROL, XYLA-STRVO, 
XYLA-AMPSP, XYLA-ACTMI, XYLA-ARTS7.

28) 10 6LDH =  la c ta te  d eh y d ro g en ase , 329, 61.2 — LDHX-RAT, LDHX-MOUSE, 
LDHX-HUMAN, LDHH-FUNHE, LDHH-ANAPL, LDHH-CHICK, LDHH-PIG, LDHH- 
MOUSE, LDHH-HUMAN.

29) 6 7CAT =  c a ta ly a se , 498, 47.4 — CATA-YEAST, CATA-CANTR, CATA-DROME, 
CATA-HUMAN, CATA-RAT.

30) 10 7RSA =  rib o n u c le a se  A, 124, 42.0 — RNL4-B0VIN, RNP-RAT, RNP- 
MACRU, RNP-SPAEH, RNP-PREEN, RNS-BOVIN, RNP-HUMAN, RNP-GALMU, RNP- 
MOUSE.

31) 10 8ADH =  a lco h o l d eh y d ro g en ase , 374, 46.8 — ADHP-HUMAN, ADH l-PEA , 
ADH2-0RYSA, ADH2-H0RVU, ADHl-TRIRP, ADH-FRAAN, ADH-ARATH, ADH3- 
HORVU, ADHl-ORYSA.

32) 5 9WGA =  w h e a t-g e rm  ag g lu tin in , 171, 46.7 — AGI-HORVU, AGIl-W HEAT, 
AGI2-WHEAT, AGI3-WHEAT.

3.2.9 Control Com parisons

The results obtained through the application of the above methods were assessed by 

the spatial proxim ity of the residues tha t had been identified as covarying. No absolute 

separation was taken as indicative of physical interaction and instead the results were 

compared to o ther equivalent measures. For each protein, all pairs of sequences were 

scored by one of th e  methods described in Section 3.2, resulting in single score for the 

pair of positions [218]. Each pair was then ranked on this value and the best N  selected 

for comparison w ith  other physical measures.
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3 .2 .10  Pairwise Residue Separations

T he most obvious measure to use for comparison is the distribution of separations between 

all pairs of residues in the protein. However, as has been discussed in the Introduction, 

i t  was also considered im portant to compare the results to the spatial distribution of 

conserved positions to see if any information was being gained over this simpler measure.

Conserved pairs were identified by the sum of their pairwise similarity as measured 

by the amino acid relatedness m atrix of Dayhoff et ah [61] and a packing-preference (p) 

was estim ated for a pair of residues (i and j )  by summing these values, as follows:

Pij =  Ci +  Cj, (9)

where c is a measure of conservation calculated using the amino acid relatedness table 

(M )  by taking a mean over all pairs of aligned residues in a family of N  sequences:

=  m ' ^ - N  ^  E  (10)j=l k=j+l

where R{j is the amino acid type of residue i in sequence j .

3.2.11 S tatistical Significance

Most of the comparisons made in the Results section are relative; such as the mean 

inter-residue separation for pairs selected by a compensation measure, compared to an 

equivalent sample selected by the estim ated packing-preference, or simply the mean sepa

ration of all pairs. In the la tter comparison, if the compensation measure selects pairs at

random, then, over a large number of trials, the mean pairwise separation of the samples
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should be evenly distributed about the mean of all pairs. Deviations from this expectation 

can be tested for significance by taking the overall mean as a class divider and tallying 

the num ber of sample means falling above and below this value. The expected outcomes 

of this two-state event are then given by the binomial distribution for the num ber of trials 

(proteins) considered.

Taking a set of N  proteins, the chance (Pj^) of M  or more being selected is;

M - l

^ ~  ^ 2  y

/  \
N

i - N
(11)

where is the binomial coefficient.

For the 16 proteins th a t constitute the test data  set considered below, any measure 

that selects 14 or more is very unlikely to be a random process. In the marginal range 

there i s  a  T  chance th a t 11 are selected, T  for 12, dropping to for 13. Taking a 

conventional 95% confidence level, the two latter values can be considered significant but 

not the first.
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4 R esu lts  and D iscussion: C oord in ated  C hanges

The m ethod was applied initially to the 16 proteins in the test data-set (See Section

3.2.8 ) and the performance of the various scoring schemes was measured by the average 

separation of the selected pairs relative to the mean separation of all pairs. The absolute 

size of this measure depends on the size of the protein, making statistical analysis across 

families problematic. To avoid this difficulty, the simple measure of whether the sample 

m ean was more or less than the overall mean was used. This divides the proteins into two 

groups: those with a sample mean above average and those with a sample mean below 

average. The random distribution of proteins into these two classes generates a binomial 

distribution. This simple underlying expectation allows the significance of the observed 

partition to be calculated as described in Methods Section 3.2.11.

In the following sections, the results for each scoring scheme are tabulated  in term s of 

both the average absolute difference (in Â) and the rank difference (number of proteins 

out of 16 in one class). Samples were selected by both compensation and conservation 

methods (the la tter provides a control) and each was compared to the overall pairwise 

mean and to each other. For a given sample size (which was varied), this results in six 

values — three for the absolute difference (in Â) and three giving the number of proteins 

on one side of their means. (See Table 3 for a typical Results summary).

4.1 D iagonal Identities

The simple method of scoring diagonally opposed amino acid identities ( 3.2.1) was 

applied to the test data set of proteins 1-16 for different sample sizes. The requirements 

of this measure, however, were sufficiently stringent that a complete sample could not be
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N cn-cr al-cr al-cn cn<al cr<al cr<cn M
10 -2.45 0.20 2.65 12 7 3 15
20 -1.70 0.88 2.59 11 8 3 13
30 -1.61 0.72 2.32 9 7 4 12
40 -2.12 0.44 2.56 9 8 3 12
50 -2.28 0.12 2.40 8 5 3 11

Table 2: Diagonal identity. — Various sample sizes (N ) of the best conserved (cn) and 
best compensated (cr) pairs of residues were compared to the mean pairwise separation 
of all pairs in each protein (al). (See Caption to Table 3 for further details). The number 
of proteins was 16 but full samples could not be collected from every protein leaving M  
proteins in each trial.

gathered for the larger sample sizes. (Table 2). As none of results were significant, the 

m ethod was not investigated further.

4.2 D iagonal Sim ilarity

By ’softening’ the measure of similarity (section 3.2.2 ), the problem of acquiring a full 

sample from each protein was eliminated. Various sample sizes ranging from ten to fifty 

were considered and compared both to the mean of all pairs and to the m ean obtained 

from a sample of equal size obtained from the most conserved pairs as measured by their 

packing preference (Section 3.2.10).

The samples selected by packing-preference were consistently significantly better than 

a random selection — with, typically, 13 of the proteins having a sample mean better than 

the overall mean. By contrast, the compensation measure, at best, produced results tha t 

were barely significant with only 11 proteins bettering the overall mean (90% significance 

level). There was some indication tha t the best results were obtained with small sample 

sizes. (Table 3).

Since the compensation measure purports to reflect the interaction of si de-chains, the 

^-carbon coordinates were taken as a better representation of their location. The packing-
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N cn-cr al-cr al-cn cn<al cr<al cr<cn
10 -1.20 1.40 2.60 13 10 6
20 -1.29 1.15 2.44 13 11 7
30 -1.01 1.14 2.15 12 9 7
40 -1.41 0.93 2.34 12 11 4
50 -1.51 0.77 2.28 12 9 5

Table 3: Diagonal sim ilarity. — Various sample sizes (N) of the best conserved 
(cn) and best compensated (cr) pairs of residues were compared to the mean pairwise 
separation of all pairs in each protein (al). The accumulated differences in the means 
(A) are given in the columns headed cn-cr, al-cr and al-cn while the columns headed 
cn<al, cr<al and cr<cn, give the number of proteins in which one mean is less than 
the other. The test set of 16 proteins (numbers 1-16, Section 2.4.1) was used making 
excesses more than 11 significant with better than 95% confidence while a value of 11 is 
marginally significant with 90% confidence.

preference estim ate improved under this shift but the compensation measure remained 

persistently marginal. This result suggested tha t a more detailed model of side-chain 

interactions (such as atomic contact) was not justified.

4.3 V ectorial M easures

4.3.1 Physico-chem ical M easures

On the assumption tha t a general amino acid relatedness m atrix might obscure effects 

associated with specific physico-chemical properties, the three most im portant properties 

(size, charge and hydrophobicity) were tested singly and in combination. Each property 

was assigned a dimension in a three-dimensional amino acid space and changes were 

measured by the difference between vectors using Equation 2. A small sample size of the 

best ten or twenty pairs per protein was used.

Despite the im portance of size in packing the protein core, the si de-chain volume 

measure performed no better than the general amino acid relatedness m atrix. However, 

of the single properties, volume gave the the best result with the hydrophobicity scale
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N cn-cr al-cr al-cn cn<al cr<al cr<cn
Volume 10 -1.79 0.81 2.60 13 10 5
Phobic 10 -1.71 0.90 2.60 13 8 6
Charge 10 -3.72 -1.12 2.60 13 6 2
V -f P 10 -2.09 0.51 2.60 13 10 5

V +P-fC 10 -1.98 0.63 2.60 13 11 4
20 -1.92 0.52 2.44 13 9 3

Table 4: Physico-chem ical m odel. — The three im portant physico-chemical prop
erties; volume, hydrophobicity (Phobic) and Charge (Table lb ) were evaluated both 
singly and in combination as Volume and Phobic (V +P) and all together (V-j-P+C). See 
Caption to Table 3 for explanation of columns.

producing no signal and the charge scale selecting a set of pairs with larger than  average 

separation. The la tter result probably reflects the larger separation expected for charged 

pairs which are most frequently found on the protein surface. (Table 4).

The b e tte r pair of properties, volume and hydrophobicity were taken as two-dimensional 

coordinates and evaluated by the same method. This gave a result equivalent to the vol

ume scale alone. Finally, charge polarity was included as the th ird  dimension and the 

trial repeated. Surprisingly, this further improved the result to a level be tter than any 

single property but still only comparable to a general amino acid similarity measure.

To find if the additional directional aspect of the current formulation could be ex

ploited, the dot (scalar) product of the amino acid vectors was taken to emphasise their 

directional component but this gave no improvement.

4.3.2 A m ino Acid Network M odel

It is possible to arrange the amino acids in three-dimensional space to produce a good 

representation of both the Dayhoff ([61]) and Jones, Taylor and Thornton similarity m a

trices ([220]). In this arrangement two dimensions correspond to size and hydrophobicity 

while the th ird  partially corresponds to charge polarity. This model provides a compro-
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N cn-cr al-cr al-cn cn<al cr<al cr<cn
10 -2.15 0.45 2.60 13 10 4
20 -1.70 0.74 2.44 13 11 5
30 -1.34 0.81 2.15 12 9 6
40 -1.62 0.72 2.34 12 9 5
50 -1.94 0.35 2.28 12 9 4

Table 5: Network m odel. — The three dimensional amino acid network (Table la ) 
was evaluated with varying sample sizes (N). See Caption to Table 3 for explanation of 
columns.

mise between the method based on a similarity m atrix and the physico-chemical vectors, 

allowing an approximation to the former to be tested by the vectorial m ethod while si

m ultaneously providing an approximation of the physico-chemical properties scaled to 

the  similarity m atrix.

Despite this elegant combination of attributes, the network performed no better than 

either the similarity matrices or the combination of all three physico-chemical dimensions. 

(Table 5). The results obtained with the scalar product score (Equation 5) were similar 

(data  not shown).

4.4 Control Tests

The preceding results were obtained using only the test set of sixteen proteins. Of all 

the various schemes employed, little improvement was found over the use of the Dayhoff 

sim ilarity m atrix, the combined physico-chemical scales and the amino acid network when 

scored in their most basic form. The only general result obtained from these tests was 

th a t the best results were obtained with a sample size of ten or twenty. Adopting this 

guideline, the basic scoring methods were then applied to the remaining set of 16 proteins 

which had played no part in the previous investigation.

The results of these trials revealed tha t only the Dayhoff m atrix score m aintained
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N cn-cr al-cr al-cn cn<al cr<al cr<cn
diagonal 10 -1.28 0.46 1.74 13 9 5
similarity 20 -0.66 0.86 1.51 14 11 3

3-D 10 -0.14 1.31 1.46 13 10 5
network 20 -1.73 0.16 1.90 14 7 3
physico 10 -2.33 -0.45 1.88 13 5 4
chemical 20 -2.60 -0.48 2.13 14 6 3

Table 6 : Control trials. — The three m ajor models of amino acid relatedness (di
agonal similarity, physico-chemical relatedness and the three-dimensional network) were 
reevaluated using the control set of 16 proteins (numbers 17-32, Section 2.4.1).

its marginal significance (at the 90% level) for a sample size of twenty while the others 

slipped towards random. (Table 6). Despite the border-line significance of the ranked 

distribution result, both the scalar similarity score (method B) and the vectorial ne t

work score (m ethod C) retained an absolute difference from the overall mean separation 

comparable to the best encountered with the test data-set alone.

4.5 Q ualitative assessm ent

4.5.1 Types o f changes

The measures used above to assess correlation between positions do not report the type 

of effect th a t has been observed — only the magnitude. W hether the effect derived from 

charge compensation, hydrophobicity, or size compensation was not recorded in detailed, 

being assessed only by the effectiveness of different physico-chemical scales.

Exam ination of the compensating positions is sometimes revealing, and as an example, 

phospholipase A2 has been selected. These results are presented in Table 7 and were 

generated using the basic method in conjunction with the Dayhoff similarity m atrix.

Different types of correlation can be seen: the strongest (top in Table 7) involves 

the alternation of cysteine (C) with generally hydrophilic residues, while the second is
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c c c c c c s c s c 7 6 score = 9.4
SNRGNRCDCK 84 dist = 10.6

ILPPPLLPLL 81 score = 8.4
RRVLFRRARR 99 dist = 6 .8

KTAAAATATA 11 score = 6 .0
PPHKRTPRPT 13 dist = 6.1

QKKKQQQKQK 45 score = 5.9
NEDDEHKEND 49 dist = 6.3

NDDDNNNDNS 23 score - 5.9
QKKKQQQKQK 45 dist = 12.6

KQQQEQHEHQ 9 score = 5.1
QKKKQQQKQK 45 dist = 19.6

KTAAAATATA 11 score = 5.0
AARRVRADAA 92 dist = 18.9

YNKLSYYKYY 68 score = 4.9
FFFFFFSFSF 93 dist = 12.6

QKKKQQQKQK 45 score - 4.9
EDAKASKDKN 113 dist = 18.0

ILPPPLLPLL 81 score = 4.8
ITFLKINKNI 103 dist = 8.9

Table 7: Top correlations in Phospholipase A2. — Ten best correlations selected 
by the basic scoring m ethod with the Dayhoff similarity m atrix. The strings of residues 
are pairs of columns extracted from the multiple sequence alignment. Beside each is its 
position in the multiple alignment followed by the score for the pair and their separation 
in Angstroms in the X-ray crystal structure (d ist).
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the alternation of arginine (R) and proline (P) with hydrophobic residues. Further down, 

alternation in polarity can be found with lysine (K) and asparagine (N) apparently com

pensating glutamine (Q) and aspartic acid (D).

In larger proteins, changes involving only hydrophobic residues were commonly found. 

This may reflect the tighter volume constraints in a larger hydrophobic core, and for some 

compensations the alternation of small and large residues could be seen clearly.

4.5.2 Spatial distribution

As can be seen from the separation of the residue positions in Table 7, only about half the 

selected pairs might reasonably be expected to interact directly. W hen m apped onto the 

known structure of phospholipase A2 , the distribution of the pairs in space is apparently 

random, involving all types of secondary structure and loop regions. Of the few pairs 

that might have some physical basis, two are local interactions (spatially adjacent in a 

helix) while two form a bifurcated interaction. Given tha t, in general, these pairs cannot 

be selected over their more remote counterparts, there remains little  hope for using the 

effect for structure prediction.
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5 C onclusion: C oord inated  C hanges

A m ethod was devised to recognise coordinated changes at positions in a protein multiple 

sequence alignments using different models of amino acid relatedness. The m ethod had 

been designed to avoid the lim itations of a previous m ethod based on pattern  matching 

which appeared to incorporate a substantial bias towards selecting pairs of positions on 

th e  basis of their degree of conservation alone.

Despite many formulations of the basic method and relatedness models, the samples 

of pairs of residues selected on the basis of compensated change were never as good as 

those selected by a simple measure of conservation alone when measured by their prox

im ity relative to the mean separation of all pairs or residues. The conservation samples 

were always significantly distinct from the average whereas the samples selected by com

pensated change were at best marginally significant. Despite the marginal significance 

(as calculated by the partition of protein families above and below the expected mean), 

exam ination of the absolute differences indicated a persistent positive trend of typically 

one Angstrom, being negative only on three occasions. The constancy of this trend sug

gests th a t some positive bias is at work, though this might still derive from residual 

conservation.

The problem of compensated changes in multiple protein sequence alignments was ex

amined because of its great im portance and implications for the field of protein structure 

prediction. If such an effect did exist it would provide specific constraints on tertiary  

structure and it would require very few of these to  place useful constraints on the possi

ble fold topologies of the chain [212]; especially if the constraints are imposed upon the 

sequence in the m anner described in the following sections.
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The work presented here, while far from being exhaustive, suggests th a t if such an ef

fect exists it unfortunately elusive and difficult to distinguish from the simpler clustering 

of conserved residues in the protein core and active sites. Such data would be useless in 

any a ttem p t to construct a molecular model ab initio (for example; by using the m eth

ods employed in NMR). However, given a small number of alternative models, pairs of 

com pensated changes might be used to help distinguish between them. This would prove 

particularly  useful if all the candidate models had equally well packed hydrophobic cores 

and active or binding sites bringing conserved residues together. Information from com

pensated changes might then bring a new source of information to the problem allowing 

discrimination.

Equally, correlations could become more significant if it were possible to filter out the 

compensatory “noise” encountered in alignments, typically in loops. Prior knowledge or 

estim ation of alignment context could concentrate our attention on specific elements, be

tween which correlation would be more significant. We need a m ethod by which to attach 

ad-hoc pieces of “sem antic” information to the syntactic structure which determines the 

context of the sequence. In the next sections, I outline my attem pt at gathering these 

bits and pieces of semantic information together in a structured way.
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6 M eth od s: P ro te in  G ram m ars

To recognize a particular topological pattern  by hand, we must firstly be able to label a 

sequence w ith regard to secondary structure and other features of interest. Such features 

m ight include empirical information concerning how buried (or exposed) the sequence in 

a local region is, or whether the local region contains a hydrophobic patch ([140]). 

Secondly, we m ust be able to recognize distinct topological patterns in the labelled se

quence.

Lastly, where more than  one topological pattern  can exist within a particular labelled 

sequence, we m ust be able to distinguish the best topological pattern.

To autom ate the process of topology recognition requires methods to address each of 

the the above three points. It turns out tha t the approach to the first process, th a t of 

labelling or annotating the sequence with locally derived sequence information, dictates to 

a large extent the complexity and power to the topology recognition process (section 6 .1). 

W ithin conventional parsing theory, the two initial stages are known as lexical analysis 

and syntactic analysis respectively. The logical elements which build up topological 

patterns are secondary structures; secondary structure prediction is therefore central to 

lexical analysis, to which we now turn.

6.1 Lexical analysis

There are a p lethora of secondary structure prediction programs, most of which take 

an n-residue window in a protein sequence and use information latent in the window to 

decide which secondary structure the sequence takes up ([151, 189, 91]) ; these methods 

seem to have reached a 70% accuracy impasse, which common opinion attributes to
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the absence of long-range residue interaction information. Prior knowledge of secondary 

structure has also been im portant in grid-free genetic algorithm based simulations to 

predict the fold of a sequence. While the predictive m ethod here is quite different, the 

idea of labelling the original sequence with locally derived information still applies [57]. 

Despite success, limits on prediction accuracy for secondary structures inevitably curtails 

the use of topology prediction programs with raw sequence data; it is unlikely tha t the 

topology will be predicted correctly if the secondary structure of a segment of sequence is 

predicted as a strand when it is in fact a helix, or vice-versa! Alternative attem pts have 

been m ade to address the problem, incorporating longer-range interactions to  improve 

secondary structure predictions [87, 86].

To paraphrase A ho ([6]), “...The main task of the lexical analyser is to read input 

characters and produce as output a sequence of tokens tha t the parser uses for syntax 

analysis.” . Unlike programming languages, there is a general fuzziness associated with 

many protein sequence patterns, and this is nowhere more apparent than in the classi

fication of secondary structures and protein sequence motifs -  the intended tokens for 

consumption by the syntactic analyser. Techniques to m atch regular expressions approx

im ately [160] go a long way to making up for the shortfalls of regular expressions in 

matching sequence motifs, but are generally unable to help in the recognition of tokens 

representing secondary structures.

How is the type of a token representing a secondary structure determined? Lexical 

patterns describing secondary structures implicitly represent rules and statistics derived 

from m any different analysis of protein structures and multiple alignments. Perhaps 

because of the nature of these rules and statistics, patterns intended to recognize a-helices 

will often also recognize parts of the protein sequence which happen to be ^-strands, and
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vice versa; the lexical patterns are, to a certain extent, ambiguous. As a consequence, 

the type of token representing a secondary structure is often unable to be resolved after 

the first pass by a lexical analyser through a sequence.

The problem central to the design of a protein sequence lexer is therefore the determ i

nation of when the ambiguity inherent in the fuzzy pattern  be resolved. We refer to this 

as the “overlapping token problem”. Most approaches attem pt to resolve the ambiguity 

immediately, classifying particular sequence segments as a-helical if the im m ediate lex

ical pa ttern  is “more likely” to be a-helix than /3-strand. The approaches to producing 

such classifiers is refreshingly varied ([189, 91, 158, 137, 144]); neural nets, information- 

theoretical methods, logic-based machine-learning, use of multiple sequence information 

and secondary structure profiling have all helped to improve secondary structure predic

tion, to mention a few. The immediate discrimination tha t results from these methods 

speeds and simplifies subsequent phases of analysis. W ith ambiguity ironed out at the 

labelling stage, subsequent syntactic analysis is well within reach of standard parsing 

algorithms, never mind constraint satisfaction algorithms.

While such prospects have their advantages, there are significant handicaps. The 

final prediction of the protein family the protein sequence belongs to depends upon the 

accuracy of the secondary structure predictions; were any particular secondary structure 

predicted incorrectly by the lexer, the parser could be easily thrown off track, resulting 

in misclassification of a folding motif, domain, or entire protein family. In general, the 

secondary structure of a protein sequence is determined by the three dimensional context 

of the protein sequence in addition to the sequence itself [51]; lexers th a t assign secondary 

structure without any knowledge of the relevant structural context it lies in “jum p the 

gim”. In doing so, they proscribe resolution of the token type of a particular segment of
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sequence through contextual information gleaned through syntactic analysis. Up till now, 

th e  only serious exploitation of long-range information to improve secondary structure 

predictions this author knows has been by Frishman et a/.[86, 87]. This work is similar 

to  the work described in Section 7 in prediction is on a single sequence. Unlike our 

approach, the long range constraints are modelled through recognition of (potentially) 

hydrogen bonded residues. The prim ary method of incorporating long-range constraints 

w ith our m ethod is the gram m ar itself. Here, the constraints are inherent in the syntactic 

p a tte rn  (grammar) to be recognized. For instance, if the gram m ar specifies th a t two 

edge strands must be separated by a margin, there exists a constraint, albeit implicit, on 

placem ent of these strands. This is, effectively, a long range constraint. Simple grammars 

impose a number of constraints on a sequence tha t is not always appreciated (see Section

7.3.1 for examples). If necessary, distance constraints could be embedded within semantic 

predicates; we do not pursue this line of approach here.

By resolving lexical ambiguities during (rather than before) the parsing of a particular 

pattern , structural context can help resolve possible ambiguities in secondary structure 

token assignments. In essence, this is similar to the relationship between speech recogni

tion and natural language understanding. Distinction between the phonetically similar 

words “bum p” and “pum p” is hard for many speech recognition systems using only 

speech signal. Context often overcomes this [44, 147]; solution is possible by extracting 

the most likely words from the speech signal and deciding among these possibilities using 

contextual information from the surrounding words.

W hat we need is a lexer which will extract all the most likely secondary structures 

from a protein sequence, allowing syntactic analysis a more complete view of the  tokens 

possible. Any approach which attem pts to recognize all patterns in a sequence rather
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than  to produce the best consistent prediction is a candidate. We have used a tem plate- 

based m ethod, but this is not to say tha t any other m ethod of similar descriptive power 

will do less well. Template-matching methods utilize a combination of both statistical 

and rule-based approaches to token recognition [219]. A tem plate abstracts a particu

lar structural pattern; all matches of the tem plate in a protein sequence are assigned 

a score. As an added bonus, the tem plate program is flexible enough to allow locally 

determ ined labels of all kinds to be attached to the sequence. The lexer can therefore 

have an extensive tem plate “vocabulary” . As well as including tem plates for secondary 

structure recognition, it can now include tem plates based on the standard structures of 

Efimov ([74]), in addition to a variety of protein sequence fingerprints. All tem plate 

matches over a given score are considered to be possible; the parser is left to resolve tem 

plate “clashes” - where one tem plate overlaps another in the protein sequence. Dynamic 

programming based alignment of secondary structural tem plates on protein sequences 

is possible, making for flexible recognition of subtle patterns [219, 211]. The gram m ar 

used by the parser dictates the type of tem plates we attem pt to m atch on the sequence; 

if the gram m ar describes standard structures in proteins, the tem plates used should be 

small standard structures; if the grammar describes a particular topological arrangem ent 

essential to the structures in a particular protein family, the tem plates used are secondary 

structures and sequence fingerprints.

The gain in descriptive capacity allowed by using tem plate-m atching methods requires 

a sophisticated “back-end” ; the parser which ties all the information produced by the 

tem plate lexer together must have the capacity to recognize any number of syntactically 

correct paths through the number of tem plate matches (the “tem plate field”). The next 

section explains how a solution can be tailored to proteins.
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6.2 Syntactic A nalysis and Syntax-directed translation

In trying to improve secondary structure predictions by incorporating long-range infor

m ation, we concentrate on the analysis of patterns that describe how different members 

of particular protein categories are related; different classes of patterns can encode vary

ing degrees of long-range information. W hen the protein category is a protein family, 

the p a tte rn  forms a gram m ar for that protein family, describing both essential modules 

and relations between modules in the protein family, as well as allowed variability of 

secondary structure and topology within tha t family. Many example grammars are given 

in Section 7. Different grammars have different abilities to describe the kinds of rela

tionship between modules of protein structure tha t may exist within a protein family; 

the levels of descriptive capacity of grammars and their corresponding parsers are set out 

by the Chomsky Hierarchy [45].

The lexical analysis stage described in Section 6.1 determines the possible secondary 

structures the sequence can adopt, with each token representing a possible secondary 

structure. In contrast with almost all programming languages, the token stream  gener

ated by lexical analysis does not represent a one-to-one mapping from sequence to tokens; 

rather, because it is not possible to assign secondary structures to the sequence unam 

biguously, for any particular position in the sequence there is a set of possible tokens. 

The role of syntactic analysis is to take a gram m ar and prune each of these sets; no token 

which cannot be part of a syntactically correct string should be present. Recognition 

tha t a sequence is syntactically correct with respect to a protein gram m ar is m ediated by 

a “protein parser” , in the same way tha t a parser for a particular programming language 

can tell w hether a particular program is syntactically correct or not.
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Syntax-directed translation assigns a score to each possible path  through the sets 

of tokens generated by the previous phase: the path  with the best score is, effectively, 

the secondary structure prediction generated by the compiler for the sequence; topology 

predictions follow from the structure of the parse tree generated.  ̂ We could represent a 

num ber of different kinds of score as attributes associated with particular rules in a protein 

grammar; scores for how shielded hydrophobic residues are [218], for how well particular 

parts of the sequence thread onto structural models, [227] or for any other characteristic 

of the sequence pertinent to structure prediction. For simplicity we consider only how to 

find the optim um  gram m atical path score given various tem plate fit scores.

6.2.1 Im plem entation

It will be apparent from the previous section tha t there will be some significant differences 

in pc parser structure and classical predictive parser structure [6]. The most fundam ental 

of these arises from the difference in lexer function of our “protein compiler” and the 

classical compilers. Classical compilers are blessed with a single set of possible tokens, 

and a get.next-token function which returns one token. Our protein parser and translator 

 ̂ has to make do with sets of possible tokens reachable from any particular token. In 

particular, semtEx has to make do with the sets of tokens generated by the te m p la te  

program ([219]). Our first im portant definition is tha t of token; each token represents the 

secondary structure type of a tem plate fitted onto a protein sequence. W hen a tem plate 

does not m atch a secondary structure, rather a turn  or a sequence motif, the name of 

the tem plate corresponds to the name of the sequence motif. A token is the basic atomic

^The use of the terms “Lexical analysis” , “Syntactic analysis” and “Syntax directed translation” 
follow directly from classical parsing theory ([6]), which provides the framework upon which the methods 
developed for topology prediction were hung.

®The protein sequence is “translated” into a score.
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constituent of a gram m ar and, as such, cannot be subdivided into other components. 

Each token match has,  ̂ amongst other things, a number of characteristics tha t one 

would associate with an average piece of secondary structure: secondary structure type, 

length, start. In addition, we know the clash set for any particular token match; the clash 

set for a token a  contains all the tokens tha t overlap with a  . The clash set, along with 

a param eter k, the lookahead, determine completely which tokens can be reached in one 

step from the token a  . The lookahead represents an estim ate of the m axim um  number 

of residues we can travel over the sequence, from N to C terminus, before finding a piece 

of secondary structure. The lookahead can be set to any value including “infinity” ; this 

last effectively allows us to jum p from token a  to any token following it, with which it 

does not overlap. If the lookahead were set to ten, then all tokens within ten residues of 

the first residue after the final residue of a  would be reachable. This value of lookahead 

is the default for semtEx.

The procedure which results in a description of the best scoring gram m atical trace 

through a particular sequence has four stages. These stages are

1. Nondeterministic finite autom aton production;

2. Determ inistic finite autom aton production;

3. Syntax Analysis;

4. Syntax Directed Translation (scoring).

The first stage is the production of a nondeterministic finite autom aton r  representing 

all paths which can be taken through the sequence by stepping from one token to the

token match is equivalent to a template.
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next. This autom aton is effectively a directed graph. There are no cycles, as a path  

through r  represents a sequence of tem plates from the N-terminus of a sequence to  the 

C-terminus of a sequence. Later, when parsing, we seek to combine depth first graph 

traversal routines with a parse of each possible path, r  is nondeterm inistic in th a t the 

labels on the arcs effectively represent null transitions (arcs tha t are implicitly followed).

It will become apparent tha t the extent to which a parse is possible is critically 

dependent on the position of the grammar in the chomsky hierarchy [45]. Along with 

the lookahead, two other parameters determine the initial and final states for r  : b and 

e , which determine the residues after which the paths must begin and end respectively. 

Figure 5 depicts T for some particular set of tem plate matches. The bent arrows point 

to the first node not in the clash set of the node from which the arrow originates; the 

horizontal, dotted arrows represent the first node immediately after the node from which 

the arrow originates in sequence. The two arcs which can originate from any node have 

distinct purposes; the former points to the next possible token in a parse, the la tte r acts 

as an isthm us to the next alternative token for the parse. In Figure 5, node c overlaps 

with nodes d and e ; d is the next alternative token for any parse, while /  is the next 

possible token in the parse. In the case where two nodes represent tem plates which start 

at the same point, the first node is always the shorter tem plate; in the cases where this 

still does not resolve the two tem plates, the ordering is based on token type.

In the second stage, we take a gram m ar and produce an autom aton F from it. If the 

grammars are context-free, a pushdown autom aton should be constructed. The proce

dure for gram m ars we consider here, however, assumes augmented regular expressions; 

regular expressions with semantic predicates attached. The reasons for this will become 

apparent below; we also consider how the scheme could be modified to accommodate
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augm ented context free grammars.

W hat are semantic predicates, and how can they help to describe protein families? 

G ram m ars (protein gram m ars are no exception) often require semantic information to 

determ ine which of a num ber of possible rules to take in a particular gram m atical pro

duction. Some of this semantic information can be hardwired into the grammar; the 

shaper test, which determines whether enough space is left in a particular sequence for 

a given parse [129], is particularly useful. O ther pieces of semantic information are best 

incorporated as semantic predicates [175], which determine which of a given set of gram 

m atical productions are possible on the basis of a semantic test. Examples of ubiquitous 

sem antic predicates in protein structure prediction might be whether or not a particular 

distance constraint had been found between two secondary structural elements, whether a 

particular residue was on the surface of the protein, or whether a gap of x residues exists 

between the present token and the last. These constraints cannot easily be accommo

dated in the syntactic framework of any grammar. They are best viewed as requirements 

which m ust be fulfilled before a grammatical option is explored, a useful pruning tool 

w ith respect to the depth free search tree of all possible gram m atical paths.

The labels on the arcs of T are the tokens tha t allow transition from one gram m atical 

state  to another. T is an undirected graph, where cycles represent gram m atical expres

sions which can be repeated. F is also deterministic in the sense th a t a path  through it 

is completely determ ined by a sequence of tokens.

The production of an autom aton for recognizing grammars from a gram m ar is a task 

best suited to a compiler compiler. We use the useful Purdue Compiler Construction 

Tool Set (PCCTS) [174] for this task, a utility available freely over the net. The

is not accidental that the author of PCCTS was a champion of the use of semantic predicates to
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syntax of the augmented regular expression file is as follows:

augmented_regular_expression_file: augmented_regular_expression_assignments

augmented_regular_expression :

and_expr ( OR and_expr)*

and_expr :

repeat_expr (repeat_expr)*

repeat.expr :

expr { CLOSE I PLUSCLOSE }

expr

LBRACK { predicate } atoms RBRACK 

I NOT L_BRACK { predicate } atoms RBRACK 

I L_PAR augmented.regular expression R.PAR 

I L.BRACE augmented_regular_expression R.BRACE 

I { predicate } atom

atoms : token ( COMMA token )*

simplify grammars.
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atom : token

predicate : PredLHS Gap L_PAR gapstart { COMMA gapend } R_PAR PredRHS

assignments : ''Assignments'' : (token { ''='' colour } { : (Helix I Strand) })*

Where OR = " I "  , CLOSE = PLUSCLOSE = PredLHS =

LBRACK = RBRACK = NOT = LBRACE = RBRACE = ''}'

PredRHS = .

In Figure 5, F is created from the (extremely simple) gram m ar ( (alpha beta alpha)

I (beta alpha alpha)) chi. The fact tha t we do not use either of the repeat expression 

symbols, * and + , mean tha t the graph in the figure is directed.

Note th a t the augmented regular expression file describes a gram m ar in what is ef

fectively extended Backus-Naur form.

The th ird  stage, syntax analysis, constructs a parse graph from r  using the gram m ar 

autom aton F . These two arguments to the syntactic analyser component of semtEx 

represent undirected and directed graphs respectively.

Syntactic analysis essentially involves an exhaustive depth-first search through r  su-

represents an expression repeated any number of times (including 0), 4- represents an expression 
repeated more than once. Extended Backus-Naur form allows expressions themselves to be grouped in 
parentheses (( ) ), brackets ( [  ] ) and braces ( ). y
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pervised by T . The parse graph represents all routes through r  to the acceptance states 

in r  . Stages in the process of generating the parse graph from r  and T are shown in 

Figure 5. Note th a t while links in the parse graphs are links between two nodes, node 

sets impose a syntactic structure to the graph.

For each node in r th a t is visited, there is an associated state in F th a t will supervise 

how the subsequent parse step is dealt with. We describe this combination as a s ta te - 

tem plate pair; each node in rm aps to a unique tem plate. In Figure 5, the state 6 

associated with any particular token is the digit within the brackets at the top of any set 

of nodes (these sets are enclosed by dotted lines). The tem plate in the state-tem plate  

pair for any parse graph node is found at the bottom  right hand corner of the box of the 

node; the corresponding token is found in the centre of the box. The tem plate should not 

be confused with the letter in the brackets at the top of the node sets in Figure 5; this 

is to do with the caching of results, discussed below. Let us consider the position and 

procedure when we have arrived at a particular state-tem plate  pair, { cr , ^ } , which we 

assume to be unvisited.

We first define a number of im portant sets tha t can be obtained from r  and F . 

S tate cr can possibly be reached by a set of predecessor states, II , any member of which 

is designated tt . The set of successor states which can be reached from cr is ^  , any 

m ember of which is designated ip . Let the set of possible tem plates reachable from 6 be 

T , any member of which is designated v . Let the set of tem plates which can reach ^ be H 

, any member of which is (  . Then, for each state in W , we firstly evaluate the predicate 

functions of ip . This enables us to check determine whether a semantic predicate is true 

before continuing a parse, but does mean tha t the syntactic analyser must have built in 

knowledge of all the predicates tha t can possibly occur. It is at this stage tha t lower and
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Accept

5 6a de te rm in is tic  Finite A utom aton F
.in general, an und irec ted  graph.

N on-detcrm inistic F inite A utom aton  x  
Always a d ire c te d  graph.

<1,Null> <2,a> < 3.c>

P arse  t r e e  g e n e ra te d  by th e  tw o 
above graphs; a d ire c te d  graph.

Figure 5: G e n e ra tio n  of th e  P a rse  G rap h  from  ra n d  F . The nodes in Fare given 
the numbers 1 to 7. The nodes in rare given the letters a to g, though there are assumed 
to be more. We assume that we are parsing the sequence of nodes 6 d /  ; at this point we 
have just determined that we have already cached a result for the state-tem plate pair { 
4, f }. We therefore link the appropriate node in the state-tem plate pair { 6 , d } to the 
result. Dotted arrows point to pieces of the graph that remain unshown.
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upper bounds required by << gap(. . .) » ?  predicates are determined, for instance.

Now, for each tem plate u in T which allows transition to ÿ  and is within the bounds 

specified (either by a gap predicate or by the lookahead, k, we determine whether there 

are any successful parses flotm the state-tem plate pair { -0 , u }. We determ ine this by 

looking in a cache representing the entire m atrix of state-tem plate  pairs; here, we check 

the cache at position { 0  , u }. In Figure 5, the cache coordinates of any particular node 

set are printed at the top of the set.

The cache for a state-tem plate pair contains one of three pieces of information. It

can be empty, in which case we must visit it to determine whether there are possible

gram m atical paths stemming from it. It Mu can contain an em pty set of parse graph

nodes, indicating tha t no grammatical path proceeds from it. It can contain a nonempty

set of parse tree nodes, indicating tha t a previous depth first parse found gram m atical

paths, the roots of which are all in the nonempty cached set. F is a finite autom aton;

whenever we encounter either of the la tter cases in our depth first parse, we do not need

to proceed any further with the investigation of the state-tem plate  pair. In other words,

the resultant set of parse graph nodes we would get visiting and parsing the token from
1

the state  described by the state-tem plate pair of the cache is exactly the same tim e 

each tim e, irrespective of the previous history of the parse. This situation is depicted in 

Figure 5. Depth first parse of the state-tem plate pair { 6 , d ] checks the cache for { 4 

, /  }. This has already been investigated, and { 6 , d } is prom ptly linked to the result.

We find, in practice, tha t the cache is absolutely necessary in term s of tim e and space; 

syntax analysis of r  given F otherwise invariably runs out of memory (on a machine with 

128 Megabytes of RAM ). Small reductions in amount of information stored in the cache

^^Whether the transition is permitted is primarily dependent on the token associated with the template.
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can result in combinatoric catastrophe. W ith the cache and a b it-vector im plem entation 

of tem plate sets, execution of the parse (and subsequent scoring of the parse graph) takes 

a m atte r of seconds. Extension of syntax analysis to allow context-free grammars aug

m ented by semantic predicates to be used is problematic prim arily at the cache stage. It is 

vitally im portant tha t each state-tem plate pair has a cache associated with it. C ontext- 

free gram m ars are parsed to produce pushdown autom ata; for each state-tem pla te  pair 

to be cached requires introduction of another dimension to the cache; th a t of the stack 

size associated with any particular node in the pushdown autom aton. Stack size has a 

lower bound; the number of tem plates tha t can be fitted onto the protein sequence in 

question. Because stack size has a lower bound, the problem is still practicable, though 

the scarce nature of the resulting cache could lead to tim e and space constraints being 

stretched.

Returning to state-tem plate  pairs derived from augmented regular expressions, if a

set exists in the cache for { '0 , u }, we create a new parse graph node representing the

sta te-tem pla te  pair { cr , ^ }. The new node is linked to the cached set of nodes for 

sta te-tem pla te  pair { 0  , u } , which follow it grammatically. We then “decorate” the 

new node according to the state cr . This decoration of the parse graph allows us to 

determine, later, which one of a (possibly infinite) number of gram m atical options the 

parse has taken. In particular, it allows us to attribute certain sections of a parse path  

through the parse graph to particular expression type.

After decoration, the node is then added to the set caching the results for { cr , 0 };

transition from the state cr via the token v  has will allow us to join the s tate-tem plate  

pair { cr , 0 } to the successful parses cached for { 0  , u }. The converse is also true; 

the cache for { 0  , u } has a set of possible predecessor parse graph nodes, to which our
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recently allocated node is added. This dual linking allows us to traverse the parse graph 

both forwards and backwards.

One other m ethod allows us to add a node to the cached set for { (j , 0 }. If a token 

V  allows us to reach ÿ  where ^  is an acceptance state, a new node is entered in the set 

cached in { <j , ^ }. This is method by which the first node is added to the parse graph. 

We proceed for all parses from every successor state ^and  (given the semantic predicate 

associated with every reachable token u in T . At the end of the procedure, we return 

to whichever state-tem plate  combination { ? : , ( }  determined th a t { cr , 0 } should be 

visited.

The two param eters k and b fully determines the set of initial tokens, A . The start 

of the procedure of syntactic analysis simply takes A and determines, for each 6 in A , 

whether depth first parsing from the token state pair { 6, initial state } results in any 

gram m atical paths through r  . The set A is designated { 1, Null } in Figure 5. These 

first sets of nodes are the last sets of nodes to be added to the graph, the process of 

adding a node for tem plate a  only occurring when any particular s tate-tem pla te  pair is 

proven to be the start of at least one grammatical path.

The resultant parse graph represents every grammatical path  through r  . The parse 

graph has a single root, and the first nodes are the complete set of tokens which are 

the beginnings of gram m atical paths. These are contained as shown in Figure 5 in the 

caches for the initial state (0 in the figure) of 7  . The gram m ar itself determines the 

num ber of paths; general grammars can yield thousands of gram m atical paths through 

any sequence. The process of scoring, which takes the decorated parse graph produced by

^^This is subject to the additional constraint that the template corresponding to the token is beyond 
e in the sequence.
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the m ethods outlined above, represents the final part of the im plem entation of a parser 

for augm ented regular expressions able to cope with the overlapping token problem.

Before scoring we must determine the best (or most appropriate) m etric to  use when 

scoring the parse graph. If we are interested in packing as many high scoring tem plates 

into a prediction as possible, we could use a dynamic programming based m ethod which 

penalizes gaps, where gaps exist between regions of sequence which do not have an as

sociated tem plate. Alternately, if we are interested in the smallest high-scoring set of 

tem plates, we could promote gap formation, also by dynamic programming. While both 

m ethods are useful, we have chosen to implement a different procedure for scoring, partly 

to distance the ranking procedure from the gap problem (see Section 2.1.3) which dogs 

alignment. We define the optimum path as the path  with the highest average tem plate 

score. The algorithm is still effectively dynamic programming, though we require more 

work and memory than either of the previous scoring procedures.

To understand the scoring procedure, note firstly tha t every node is member of a set 

retained in a cache for some state-tem plate pair. The members of this set can be ranked 

according to score. Each tem plate in this ordered set of nodes satisfies the semantic 

constraints of some successor state, and allows eventual transition to an acceptance state. 

The cache also contains a set of predecessor nodes, as noted above. This set of predecessor 

nodes is absolutely required for any dynamic programming based scoring m ethod. Our 

problem is centred on how to assign, for each acceptance-state-tem plate pair , the best 

node in the set of predecessor nodes. We can assign any node with score s a best 

predecessor by dynamic programming if;

1. Each of the predecessors has a score sp ;
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2. We have a function f(sp, s) which determines the best combination of sp and s;

3. We are able to determine the score of any node which does not have a predecessor.

Subsequently we must show how the process can be iterated back to the root of the path.

Defining the function f(sp, s) is simple given the sum of tem plate scores in the path  

to the predecessor and the number of tem plates in the path. We simply add the score 

of the present tem plate to the totalled score of the path to the predecessor, divide by 

the num ber of tem plates in the path. The predecessor node with the highest f(sp, s) 

together with the node itself define the optimal path to the tem plate associated with the 

s ta te-tem pla te  pair. Nodes which do not themselves have predecessors are assigned the 

score of their associated tem plate.

It remains to show tha t caches can be ordered in such a way tha t we never refer to a 

predecessor node th a t is unscored. This is equivalent to showing th a t the scoring process 

can be iterated back to the root of the path. Fortunately, there is an order at hand: we 

simply use the starting residue of the tem plate in the state-tem plate  cache. As no two 

tem plates which start at the same position can be predecessors of each other, we will not 

encounter predecessors which have not been scored. The process is depicted in Figure 6 . 

To a certain extent, context prior to the predecessor is “wrapped up” in score sp. We 

hope tha t by using this protocol, our resulting parse traces will remain relatively constant 

over closely related protein family members. We shall see the extent this to which this 

is the case in Section 7.
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Figure 6 : D e te rm in in g  th e  o p tim a l p a th  by D ynam ic  P ro g ram m in g . The thick 
arrow points to the best predecessor for the node in the cache at the root of the arrow. 
Cumulative scores and numbers of tokens in the parse are determined left to right; we 
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Dotted boxes serve as a reminder that nodes exist in the cache that are not depicted. 
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predecessor calculations must be undertaken for each of these nodes.
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7 R esu lts  and  D iscussion: P ro te in  G ram m ars

7.1 Grammar—based analysis for 10 flavodoxin—like proteins

In this section, we detail figures, traces and generating grammars for a representative 

sample of 10 flavodoxin like folds; the sample itself was suggested by the superfamilies 

in the flavodoxin fold branch of the Scop structural protein database. The purpose of 

this section of the results is mainly gg illustrative; various features of gram m ar design 

are discussed in relation to commonly occurring prediction problems. The grammars 

themselves are detailed in the appendices, section A.

7.1.1 Cobalam in (IB M T )

The predictions for IBM T (see Figure 7 ) illustrate one commonly used option of the 

semtEx program and one commonly used grammatical feature. SemtEx is able to start, 

or end, the path  at any particular sequence residue; this allows us to skip domains we 

have prior knowledge about and concentrate on less defined stretches of sequence. Here, 

we skip a first domain with five alphas, concentrating on the flavodoxin-like region for 

which we have a tem plate grammar. The other feature is the use of semantic predicates to 

soften gram m atical necessities; this is useful when we are “deriving” a new gram m ar from 

a existing gram m ar, perhaps trying to mimic some evolutionary step. If the sequence 

the gram m ar was derived from is different from the sequence being examined, or the 

gram m ar is generic, we might expect the parse of our sequence to differ slightly. After 

the first internal beta, we try  to recognize an alpha followed by an external beta. If this 

recognition fails, normally the parse would end. The addition of a semantic predicate 

here allows us to skip a structural element. If both paths have parses, the higher scoring
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will be chosen. In this particular case, the predicate allowed the bypassing of a token 

tha t the template program failed to find.
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7.1.2 CheY  protein from S,Typhimurium  (IC E Y )

The DSSP output for ICEY misses two elements which are spotted by semtEx; the first 

buried strand and the last edge strand (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). The first edge strand 

is missed by both semtEx and DSSP. In certain cases -  particularly with edge strands -  

semtEx will often spot a strand present in the structure but missed, or misclassified, by 

DSSP. despite this, we still use DSSPas the standard by which to benchmark semtEx (Table 

8).
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7.1.3 CheY protein from E.Coli (IC H N )

The next gram m ar, for ICHN, produces a good prediction (Figure 11 and Figure 12). 

Lookahead, as one of the variable inputs to semtEx, is im portant to this prediction. 

The default lookahead for semtEx is 10; this is the maximum number of residues which 

can occur between two successive structural elements (helices or strands). In the DSSP 

generated gram m ar, we see there is a potential insert of nine residues between an a- 

helix (62-71) and a ^-strand . A lower lookahead would not allow the resultant (high 

scoring) path. Grammars concerned with finding the best a-helices or /9-strands or 

combinations of the two should use greater lookahead; despite the fact tha t many more 

paths m ust be scored, the way semtEx manages this does not lead to a combinatoric 

explosion, even with infinite lookahead. As lookahead increases, the im portance of the 

relative spacing of the elements decreases -  though this is dependent on the length of the 

sequence being analysed. While increased lookahead is one way of allowing “softening” 

of gram m atical necessities and error tolerance, semantic predicates allow more precise 

control over where the “loosening” is to take place, and should be the choice where 

large structurally unassigned stretches of residue are found and must be catered for by 

grammars, (see, for example, the grammar for ISCU).
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C h e Y  ( E . C o l i )  P re d ic t i on  (ba o n l v  g r a m m a r ,  in Unite l o o k a h e a d ) :

H e l i x  =  R e d ,
S t r a n d  =  G r e e n ,
U n d e f i n e d  =  B l a c k .

Figure 11: SemtEx prediction for Iclin threaded onto structure



score ;xiO^
9 .0 - ,

8 .7 5 -

8 . 5 -

8 .2 5 -

8.0 -

7 . 7 5 -

7 . 5 -

7 . 2 5 -

7 . 0 -

6 .7 5 -

6 . 5 -

6 .2 5 -

6.0 -

5 .7 5 -

5 . 5 -

5 .2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 . 2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 . 7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 .2 5 -

2 .0 -

1 .75 -

1 .5 -

1 .25 -

1 . 0 -

0 .7 5 -

0 . 5 -

0 .2 5 -

0.0

-7 M c m ji Score: 3.94Sc-07. LookxActtd: l ü .  C'Jush.tjiù: bxc.7.' Gmmmxr: Jchn.bxcS.

I 1

Residue
KEY;

CheY (E.Coli)beta.DN beta_BX alpha

Figure 12: SemtEx prediction for Ichn : trace with template strengths
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7.1.4 C utinase (IC U T )

The ICUS structure (Figure 13) contains a number of secondary structures unrecognized 

by DSSP. In addition, helical features spotted by DSSP can be non-helical in the actual 

structure. For instance, the first 15 residues represent a (rather large) disordered segment, 

th a t do not contain an a-helix . To deal with this difficulty for the standard lookahead, 

the gram m ar makes use of “spacer” predicates; these ensure th a t a particular token is 

found within a particular zone, defined relatively from the end of the last token or the 

beginning of the sequence itself. If it is necessary in the gram m ar to ensure th a t one 

structural element follows hard on the heels of the next structural element, one can use 

the predicate << gap (1 ,3 )  » ?  This is particularly useful when one wants to pin the 

start of a structural m otif to the end of a structural element. W ithin the gram m ar, this 

predicate could be used in a clause to allow optional recognition of an alpha-alpha corner, 

or to describe hairpin structures.
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C u t i n a s e  ( F . S o l a r i u m )  P r e d i c t i o n

Red = H elix,
Green = Strand, 
Black = Undefined.

Figure 13: SemtEx prediction for Icus threaded onto structure



score:xI0^-7  
6,0 -,

5 . 8 -

5 . 6 -

5 . 4 -

5 . 2 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 8 -  

4.6 -

4 . 4 -

4 . 2 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 8 -

3 . 6 -

3 . 4 -

3 . 2 -

3 . 0 -

2.8 -
2.6 -

2 . 4 -

2.2 -

2.0 -  

i . 8 -

1.6 -

1 .4 -  

1.2 -

i .O -  

0 .8 -  

0.6 -  

0.4 

0 .2 -  

0.0

Aicun Score: 3.J4JC-Ü7. L o o A u J ic m ! :  JO. C'JttsJi.Jiib: bti.T. Gmianmr: Jcus.JwS.

□

0
I I I I I I— I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

50 100 150 200
Residue

Cutinase (Fusarium Solani)ECBY; 1 - ----- 1

beta alpha

Figure 14: SemtEx prediction for Icus : trace with template strengths



7.1.5 Che Y  m utant from E.Coli (1C YE)

The 1C YE gram m ar manages to spot only the latter of the two edge strands. SemtEx -  

or rather the tem plate program tokenizer -  has consistent difficulty with the first edge 

strand of the flavodoxin sheet. Recurring quirks like this, while frustrating, are of interest 

as they point to a hidden regularity in the sequence. This could potentially be harnessed 

to provide a higher level feature to identify a given fold. Despite this difficulty, the 

prediction itself is equivalent to the PHD prediction. It is interesting to speculate on 

the extent to  which tem plate strength and fit traces could be used to group and perhaps 

align distantly related sequences.
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C h e Y  P r e d ic t i o n  (E .C o l i ) :

Red =  H elix ,
Green =  Internal Strand, 
C yan =  External Strand, 
Black =  undefined .

Figure 15: S('ni1 Fx prediction for Icye threaded onto structure



s c  ûce:xlO^-7 

9.0̂
8 . 7 5 -

8 . 5 -

8 . 2 5 -  

8 .0 -

7 . 7 5 -

7 . 5 -

7 . 2 5 -

7 . 0 -

6 . 7 5 -

6 . 5 -

6 . 2 5 -

6.0 -

5 . 7 5 -

5 . 5 -

5 . 2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 .2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 .7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 . 2 5 -

2.0 -
1 .7 5 -

1 .5 -

1 .2 5 -

1. 0 -

0 . 7 5 -

0 . 5 -

0 .2 5 -

J/cj/ji Scaiv: 3.32ÜC-Ü7. Lookshcad: JO. CJasJi.i»b: bac. T. Gramniar: Jcvc.bacS'.

).....I

Residue
KEY:

beta_IN beta_EX alpha
CheY (E.Coli)

Figure 16: SemtEx prediction for Icye : trace with template strengths
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7.1.6 F lavodoxin-like domain from G lycerate Dehydrogenase (IG D H )

In contrast to the previous section, a segment accuracy of 80 % for the flavodoxin domain 

of glycerate dehydrogenase (IGDH)is good. This is partly because of the higher score of 

the first ^-edge tem plate, which is just over three times the score of the first edge tem plate 

spotted of ICYE. The second edge is also spotted correctly, with an approximately similar 

tem plate score. As a rule of thum b, a degree of fuzziness should be accompany edge 

predictions with associated tem plate scores of less than 1 x 10“ .̂
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Flavodoxin Domain p-om Glycerate  Dch xdro^enase Predict ion:
Red = Helix,
Green = Buried Strand,
Cyan = Exposed Strand,
Black = Undefined

f igure IT: SemtEx prediction for Igdli threaded onto structure



score ;xLCT-7 
6.0 -,

5 . 8 -

5 . 6 -

5 . 4 -

5 . 2 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 8 -

4 . 6 -

4 . 4 -

4 . 2 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 8 -

3 . 6 -

3 . 4 -

3 . 2 -

3 . 0 -

2.8 -

2 .6 -

2 . 4 -  

2.2  -

2 .0 -  

1 .8  -  

1.6 -

1 . 4 -

1 .2 -  

1. 0 -  

0 . 8 -  

0 .6 -  

0 . 4 -  

0 . 2 -  

0.0

M cxn  S c o re :2 .73^ c-ü 7 . L ooA tth citd: JO. C Jtoi/i.titb: JgdhJ'J.bM cy. G nttnnixr: JgdJiJ-'J.bxc.

0

I I

I I

-|-------1-------1-------1-------1-------1------ 1-------1-------1-------1------ 1-------r
50

KEY:
beta_IN beta_EX alpha

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
100 

Residue
Glycerate Dehydrogenase(H.Methylovorum)

Figure 18: SemtEx prediction for Igdh : trace with template strengths
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7.1.7 N TR C  reciever domain (IN T R )

The trace of the IN T R  grammar over the IN TR  sequence scores particularly highly. For 

the purpose of benchmarking, it is therefore particularly im portant th a t the trace of this 

CheY-like protein is also accurate with respect to the placement of a-helices , internal 

and external ^-strands . As can be seen from Figure 19, there are no real errors; SemtEx 

does substantially better than DSSP, which misses the two edge strands.
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N.T.R.C.  Reciever  domain (E.Coli )  Predict ion:

Red = Helix,
Green = Internal Strand,
Cyan = External Strand,
Black = Undefined.

Figure 19: SemtEx prediction for Intr threaded onto structure



scorerxiO^
1.5̂

1 .4 5 -  

1 . 4 -  

1 .3 5 -  

1 . 3 -  

1 .2 5 -  

1.2 -  

1 .1 5 -  

1. 1 -  

1 . 0 5 -  

1.0 -  

0 . 9 5 -  

0 . 9 -  

0 . 8 5 -  

0 . 8 -  

0 . 7 5 -  

0 . 7 -  

0 . 6 5 -  

0.6 -  

0 . 5 5 -  

0 . 5 -  

0 . 4 5 -  

0 . 4 -  

0 . 3 5 -  

0 . 3 -  

0 . 2 5 -  

0.2 - 

0 . 1 5 -  

0 . 1 -  

0 . 0 5 -  

0.0 
0

-6 M ean  S c o iv : 4. J43c-Ü 7. LocàjtA cjicJ: 4JÜ. C'JtisA.i«b: ô m c . 7 ’. G ntian m r: /a ir .in tcS .

a
EHE

1—I— I—I— I—I—I— I—I— I—I—I— I—I—I—I— I—I—I—I—I— I—I—I— I
50 100

Residue

NTRC reciever domain (E.Coli)
KEY:

beta_]N beta_EX alpha

Figure 20: SemtEx prediction for Intr : trace with template strengths
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7.1.8 Succinyl CoA Synthetase, flavodoxin like dom ain (ISC U )

The flavodoxin domain of Succinyl Co-A synthetase is unusual in tha t it contains two 

additional /^-strands in the form of a hairpin on one side of the /9-sheet . It also proves 

particularly problematic for grammars without lookaheads of greater than  10 or semantic 

predicates customizing the lookahead at any particular position. The gram m ar for ISCU 

manages with the la tter (see appendix A.8). /9-sheets 4, 5 and 6 -  which score highly 

-  provide a scaffold on which to build the rest of the trace (Figure 21). Despite good 

overall accuracy, the placement of the two edge strands shows tha t in some circumstances 

there needs to be more distinction between edge and buried /9-strand .
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M

Succiny l  CoA Synthetase (Flavodoxin like domain)  Predict ion:
Red = Helix,
Green = Buried Strand,
Cyan = Exposed Strand,
Black = Undefined.

f ' igii i( '  21: S(‘rnl Ex  p re d i c t i o n  for Iscii t h r e a d e d  o n t o  s t r u c t u r e



score ;xiC^ 
1.5-j

1.4-5- 

1.4-

1.35-

1.3-

1 .25-

1.2 -
1.15-

1, 1 -

1.05-  

1.0 -

0.&5- 

0 . 9 -  

0 . 85 -  

0.8 - 

0 . 75 -  

0 . 7 -  

0.65-  

0.6 - 

0.55-  

0 . 5-  

0 . 45 -  

0 . 4 -  

0 . 35 -  

0.3-  

0 .25-  

0 .2 -  

0 . 15 -  

0.1 -  

0 . 05 -

-6 M c ttn S c o re :â . J13 c-0 7 . L ooâmAcmJ: IO. C'JxsA.txb: Jscu3'J22.b«c'J'. G rxm nm r: Jscu F I22 .i» tcS .

CD

0.0-|—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I r 
0 50 100 150

KEY: J[
beta_IN beta_EX alpha

Residue

Succinyl CoA Synthetase (E.Coli)

Figure 22: SemtEx prediction for Iscu : trace with template strengths
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7.1.9 Formate Dehydrogenase, flavodoxin like dom ain (2N A D )

2NAD provides more severe challenges; a disordered region of approximately fifty residues 

in length, and an insertion of a separate domain, complete with its own two edge strands, 

before the edge strand of the flavodoxin domain (see Figure 23). To cope with the la tte r 

problem, the gram m ar we rely on, unlike the others we have so far been considering, 

has only one edge strand, which occurs after the disordered region. Coping w ith domain 

insertion generically can be managed in two ways. The first would be best m anaged by 

a context free grammar. This would allow a domain to be inserted any num ber of tim es 

in a gram m ar description, while keeping track of stack of domains th a t still have to  be 

completed. Alternatively, a macro pointing to a particular finite state machine could 

allow a single domain to be spliced in at a particular point. Despite our gram m ar having 

only one edge strand, the four central ^-strands , which are widely spaced in term s of 

sequence, hold the prediction together. These serve, in a sense, as “nucléation elem ents” 

(within the combinatoric network of tokens possible) around which the other elements 

involved fit.
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A domain is inserted between 
these two positions.

F o r m a te  D e h y d ro g e n a s e  fZnad )  Pred ic t ion:

Red = Helix,
Green = Internal Strand,
Cyan = External Strand,
Black = Undefined,
Purple -  "real" edge of sheet (defined)..

Figure 23; SemtEx prediction for 2iiad threaded onto structure



S c o iv :  J.9Sâc-û7. LoaÂ/tAcjK!: /û. CljshJxèt:2n»d.n«vdon3.bMc'J: Gnm3izntn2nad.J7tirsJoin.bJic.

9.0̂
8 . 7 5 -

8 . 5 -

8 . 2 5 -  

8.0 -
7 . 7 5 -

7 . 5 -

7 . 2 5 -

7 . 0 -

6 . 7 5 -

6 . 5 -

6 . 2 5 -

6.0 -

5 . 7 5 -

5 . 5 -

5 . 2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 . 2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 . 7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 . 2 5 -

2 .0 -

1 .7 5 -

1 . 5 -

1 .2 5 -  

1.0 -

0 . 7 5 -

0 . 5 -

0 . 2 5 -

0.0

KEY:

L Z l

1—r
50

beta_IN beta_EX alpha

1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

100 150

Residue

Formate Dehydrogenase (2nad)

Figure 24: SemtEx prediction for 2nad : trace with template strengths
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7.1.10 Flavodoxin (4FX N )

The errors found in flavodoxin were in the exposed sections, where the difficulty of dis

tinguishing between exposed strand and exposed region again manifests itself. All the 

helices and the three internal strands are spotted correctly, however; this tim e the high- 

scoring helices determine the positions of the central strands. The use of longer tokens 

for edge strands may, to a certain extent, circumvent this problem, and allow the segment 

accuracy score to be higher relative to PHD.
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Errors

Flavodoxin (4pen) Prediction (Infinite lookahead):
Red = Helix,
Green = Internal Strand,
Cyan = Exposed Strand,
Black = Undefined.

I' igt ire 25: S e n d  Ex pred ic t  ion for Ifxii t h r e a d e d  o n t o  st r u c t u r e



score :x i0^ -7  
7.5̂ 1
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7 . 0 -
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6 . 2 5 -
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5 . 2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 . 2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 . 7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 . 2 5 -

2.0 -

1 . 7 5 -

1 . 5 -

1 .2 5 -  

1.0 -

0 . 7 5 -  

0 . 5 -  

0 . 2 5 -  

0.0

Mctta S coiv:  4.i>23c-ü7. LoaÀMAcjtd: 43ü. CJush.Uà: Jmc. 7.' Gnunnutr: 4£xn.bxcS. 

7̂̂  t-ôT-l l-p-' I-- â--1 Y '--- »---'

EB-'

EB'

-I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I

0 50 100 150
Residue

KEY; 3L
beta_IN beta_EX alpha Flavodoxin (4fxn) prediction

Figure 26: SemtEx prediction for 4fxn : trace with template strengths
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7.2 Perform ance and Grammar design

The results in the previous section allow the behaviour of semtEx to be monitored when 

tested against real protein sequences; they also illustrate a number of im portant features 

for gram m ar design. For the accuracies of semtEx and PHD in comparison to the DSSP 

prediction, see Table 8 . The la tte r two programs are described in [189, 126].

The accuracies given are segment overlap accuracies rather than per residue accura

cies. By using these, we hope to minimize any discrepancies caused by benchmarking both 

PHD and semtEx against DSSP; the la tter is often less than accurate in its assignments, 

and neither PHD nor semtEx should be punished vicariously for this.

It is worth noting again th a t the determination of best path is an optim ization process; 

the position of each tem plate on a grammatical path  is the gram m atically optim um  

position. Segments of this path  th a t are particularly conserved and high scoring could 

theoretically be used to align sequences tha t possess them. A trivial example of this can be 

seen on comparing the traces for the flavodoxin domains of succinyl Co-A synthetase and 

Cutinase. W ith an identity given by the GCG program gap ([62] of approximately 14%, 

the relationship between the two is well into Doolittle’s twilight zone ([68]). Figure 14 and 

Figure 22 suggest th a t alignment could proceed firstly by linking the equivalent buried 

^-strands .

It should be possible to boost the per residue accuracy of any prediction by allowing 

greater variety in token length. Boosting the score associated with any particular token 

could also be considered in the (not uncommon) situation when a token is particularly 

hard to  spot for the token recognizer. Changes were not made to the tem plate program, 

however, to ensure th a t the param eters for recognition of various tokens remain constant
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for the proteins examined. A variety of approaches could be taken to learning the opti

mum param eter set. In addition to the standard battery  of statistical tests, neural nets, 

machine learning or genetic algorithms could all be used in conjunction with semtEx 

to find the best set; first for proteins, then for the families and superfamilies they find 

themselves in.

W hile learning the optim um  template parameters is an im portant and interesting 

topic in itself, the recognition of (potentially overlapping) structural tokens is a task 

distinct from the recognition of patterns between these elements. SemtEx addresses only 

the la tte r, and can, in principal, be coupled with any recognizer. The definition of 

“optim um ” itself is subject to question; the optimum set of tem plate param eters for the 

protein universe is unlikely to m atch the best parameters for any particular superfamily. 

Consequently, we leave the m ultivariate problem of finding the best param eter set to 

braver scientists, and adopt one set which has been proven empirically robust.

The accuracy of the semtEx secondary structure prediction was compared with DSSP 

predicted secondary structures. Table 8 details semtEx versus PHD [189] prediction 

accuracies. This comparison is certainly not intended to extoll one prediction program 

at the expense of another; such comparison would ignore critical premises underlying 

analysis using semtEx and PHD. Many of the semtEx grammars, for instance, contain 

gaps inserted into the grammars after close insipection of the molecular structures. This 

leads to some tokens being associated with specific gaps, while others are left with the 

default gap width. Occasionally, a gap must be inserted to allow a gram m atical trace 

over the protein sequence to be found. The first three defined gaps in appendix A.4 are 

examples of such gaps. PHD functions without the benefit of such expert knowledge. As 

such, we emphasize tha t this section is more to dem onstrate the features of semtEx than
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Flavodoxin-like domain PDB code SemtEx Accuracy (%) PhD accuracy
lBMT(a:95-250) 70 65

ICEY 66.67 93.32
ICHN 87.5 81.3
ICUS 75 75
ICYE 83.32 83.32

lGDH(a:2-100) 80 80
IN TR 94.12 94.12

lSCU(a:120-290) 82.35 94.11
2NAD(a:l-147) 76.47 88.24

4FXN 81.25 93.75

Table 8 : Benchm arking sem tEx prediction accuracy. Segment Overlap accuracies 
for PHD and SemtEx predictions. The true secondary structure is set to  the secondary 
structure assigned to the sequence by the program DSSP.

to benchmark it. On the other hand, semtEx has not learned any information regarding 

classes of protein and their predicted secondary structural content; to a certain extent, 

PHD has.

The results in Table 8 are not intended to provide a rigorous statistical description of 

the differences between two secondary structure prediction methods; they are provided as 

evidence th a t the secondary structure predictions made by semtEx (which is not designed 

simply for secondary structure prediction) are comparable to  those made by a program 

specifically designed for secondary structure prediction.

7.3 Topology Prediction

In this section we concentrate on two of the proteins from the previous sample of 10; the 

NTRC receiver domain and CheY (both from Salmonella Typhimurium) are futher anal

ysed using different grammars. These have a pairwise identity of approximately 34% 

with a GCG gap generated alignment, and have diverged sufficiently to show distinctly 

different trace patterns for any particular grammar.

^'^Henceforth known as Intr and Icey.
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In Section 7.3.1 we consider several “multipurpose” topology prediction grammars 

and the  resultant predictions for the two proteins . In Section 7.3.2 we explore semtEx’s 

potential in predicting strand order; we concentrate on In tr and Icey, but also consider 

a representative of the most populous four strand /?/o; family , tyrosine phosphatase 

(Ipn t).

7.3.1 Grammars for General Topology prediction

The colour key for the subsequent figures is the same as the previous section. For conve

nience, the general grammars are grouped together in appendix B. W here no semantic 

predicates are present, unless stated otherwise, the grammars were run with “infinite” 

lookahead - meaning th a t subsequent grammatical tokens were searched for till the end of 

the sequence. The utility  of the general grammars described in this section is principally 

in the ad-hoc exploration of various features of the sequences to be analysed. Amongst 

other things, questions such as “W hat is the best threading of two external ^5-strands 

onto this sequence” or “How could five alphas be optimally placed on this sequence” can 

be answered. Specific questions regarding the strand order are deferred to Section 

7.3.2.

The general a-helix /  ^-strand (genAB) gram m ar was designed to pick out the best 

scoring combination of tem plates spotted by the tem plate program, regardless of type. 

As such, it is similar to an unconstrained secondary structure prediction program in 

some respects. Provided the user wants to find such a path, it is best to choose a small 

lookahead; with large or infinite lookaheads, the parser will in general jum p to the best

least, according to the SCOP database [118, 35].
Unless otherwise indicated, we use the term threading in the loose rather than the technical [122]
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scoring tem plate and finish, correctly concluding tha t it has found a gram m atical path 

of one token. Occasionally, when the best scoring token is near the beginning, the parser 

is able to do just this; see Figure 27. This can be prevented by specifying an appropriate 

residue the path  must reach. More commonly, the best scoring token is found at a 

span greater than one lookahead from the beginning; subsequent tokens are chosen by 

the scoring algorithm to make up the deficit on the route to the best scoring token (see 

Figure 29). The predictions are still under some constraints, then, and are not completely 

equivalent to a normal secondary structure prediction.

The double edge ^-strand gram m ar (eeS) uses semantic predicates to  determ ine the 

placing of the best two edge strands. There must be two edges on a sheet; one edge must 

be within 200 residues of the other. The space between the two edge strands can easily be 

altered. The results (Figure 31) show that there is, effectively, competition between the 

internal /7-strand tem plates and the external ^-strand tem plates for strand positions; only 

after further constraints are added -  internal strands must separate the two edge strands 

-  will the two edge strands be pushed to their correct positions. The extent to which 

this constraint satisfaction takes place is apparent on inspection of the results for the 

grammar In3 on page 133 (3 internal ^^-strands ) , showing the internal ^-strands vying 

for the same positions. It is apparent tha t the strongest /7-strand signal comes from the 

buried internals. This is true for both IN T R  and ICEY; other unpresented data  confirms 

tha t the In3 gram m ar provides the most reliable /7-strand prediction. To a certain extent, 

the constraint satisfaction tha t takes place here -  accommodating the conflicting desires 

of the exposed and internal /7-strands -  is similar to classical constraint satisfaction (see 

[162, 161]). The use of a gram m atical rather than a constraint theoretic approach to 

topology prediction ([50, 49]) has distinct advantages. Constraint satisfaction algorithms
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typically require a rigid framework, where one specifies in advance the num ber of strands 

expected. As illustrated graphically here by one of the more orthodox protein families, 

there is a substantial amount of variety in even the basic scaffold; witness the difference 

between the seven ^-strands of the formate dehydrogenase flavodoxin domain (2NAD) 

and the five strands of the flavodoxin (4FXN) itself. Particularly when attem pting to 

categorize protein families, the ability to incorporate this variation is valuable and beyond 

the reach of backtracking constraint satisfaction algorithms. The (well characterized) 

gram m atical framework provides a more flexible and natural framework for describing 

the patterns we attem pt to recognize; ambiguity is an integral part of the gram m atical 

description. Constraints implicitly satisfied are “hung” on this description, providing a 

convenient way to  unify the protein family being described.

Prediction of alpha helices (infinite lookahead with the gram m ar alphaS) varies in ac

curacy more than  does the prediction of buried internal strands. W ith IN TR, the results 

show th a t occasionally the gram m ar can be accurate without additional constraints (see 

page 137). More commonly, the distinction between strand and helix becomes blurred; 

the m ajority of a-helices will be predicted accurately, but some ^-strands will be mis- 

classified, as on page 139; for the flavodoxin family, this tends to happen in the last two 

strands, but this is probably peculiar to the template program tokenizer.

The last general gram m ar to be considered is SenAInE (see Figure 43, Figure 44, 

Figure 45 and Figure 46. This gram m ar is more specific (and more complex) than  the 

previous general grammars. Despite this, it imposes far fewer constraints than any of the 

grammars used in Section 7). Grammatically, the constraints are as follows: there must 

be two external ^-strands . There must be secondary structure before the first external 

^-strand .
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There m ust also be secondary structure before the second external ^-strand .

There is no requirement concerning the order of the secondary structure elements in the 

three zones defined by the edge /5-strands .

If there is a ^-strand  before the first external ^-strand , it must (naturally) be internal. 

The series of a-helices or ^-strands before the absolutely required first external ^-strand  

signal is unconstrained. An unconstrained series of «-helices or /5-strands also proceeds 

the second external ^-strand . This external ^5-strand must be the final strand (true in 

general for the flavodoxin family).

The gram m ar contains a specific feature to deal with variability which commonly 

occurs on the first edge, where the sequence of the flavodoxin domain loops back upon 

itself. Flavodoxin type domains loop round via an a-helix or a disordered segment, 

to the middle of the sheet, where the next strand found will typically be buried. At 

this edge, then, the gram m ar allows for a disordered strand instead of an «-helix . A 

semantic predicate enables the insertion of a spatial margin representing a disordered 

segment before the first internal /5-strand . No spatial or gram m atical constraints are 

found subsequently (until the second and final absolutely required external ^-strand ) -  

excepting a gap of three which must exist between each structural tem plate.

The resulting prediction for IN TR  (Figure 43, Figure 44) is very accurate, given the 

lack of constraints. The central /5-strand , with i t ’s internal and external /^-strands , are 

correctly predicted. Again, we feel tha t the gram m ar is a much more succinct way of 

describing the (often implicit) constraints than a series of rules we have just described.

For IN TR, the errors are errors of omission; two helices remain unassigned. The 

prediction for ICEY  (Figure 45 and Figure 46) is less remarkable, perhaps because of 

the relatively low score of the internal ^-strands ; no internal ^5-strands are spotted. It
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would be a simple m atter to incorporate the need for at least two internal /9-strands . 

The first external ^-strand is spotted correctly, the second is missed. This is probably 

due to a combination of external ^-strand signal being too faint and helix signal a t the 

same point being too strong.
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I N T R :  g e t i A B  g r a m m a r  p r e d i c t i o n

’ig'un' 27: Seint Kx prediction for grammar geiiAB and ])rotein Intr
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Figure 28: SemtEx prediction for grammar genAB and protein In tr
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I C E Y :  g e n A B  g r a m m a r  pred ic t ion

I ' igi i io “29; S('int}'"x pr e d ic t  ion for g r a n i i n a r  ge i iA h a n d  p r o t e i n  Icey
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Figure 30: SemtEx prediction for grammar genAb and protein Icey
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I N T R :  eeS g r a m m a r  predic t ion

I' igiiix'  I : Scni l  }'.x p i e d i r l  ion for g m i i i n u i r  eoS a n d  p ro te in  I n t r
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Figure 32: SemtEx prediction for grammar eeS and protein In tr
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ICEY: eeS grammar prediction

Figure 33: SemtEx prediction for grammar eeS and protein Icey
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Figure 34: SemtEx prediction for grammar eeS and protein Icey
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W I R L J n  3 . s m  mmjur p r e J k tL m

I" igure 35: Sem tE x prediction for gram m ar iii3 and protein Intr
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Figure 36: SemtEx prediction for grammar inS and protein In tr
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ICEY: in3 grammar prediction

Figure 37: SemtEx prediction for grammar iri3 and protein Icey
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Figure 38: SemtEx prediction for grammar in3 and protein Icey
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I N I £ . i  qIjA qS grtn n m g r  prççli ç tw n

' igi i re Soiiil Kx pred ic t  ion for g r a n i i n a r  a l p h a o  a n d  j i ro te in  I n t r
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Figure 40: SemtEx prediction for grammar alphaô and protein In tr
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ICEY: alphas grammar prediction

Figure 41: SemtEx prediction for grammar alpha5 and protein Icey
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Figure 42: SemtEx prediction for grammar alpha5 and protein Icey
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INTR: senAinE gram mar prediction

Figure 43: SemtEx prediction for grammar senAinE and protein in tr
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Figure 44: SemtEx prediction for grammar senAinE and protein In tr
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ICEY: senAinE grammar prediction

igiiro 45: Senit Fix prodici ion for gram mar senAinE and protein Icey
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Figure 46: SemtEx prediction for grammar senAinE and protein Icey
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7.3.2 Prediction  of Strand Order

The them e of topology or fold prediction from sequence is recurrent in contem porary 

structural biology. In it, a ttem pts are made to predict the topology or fold of a particular 

protein -  or at least limit the possible topological configurations it can adopt ([14, 57, 

192, 82, 43]). For /3-a class proteins, one of the most im portant factors in producing the 

right fold is the prediction of strand order in the sheet. For flavodoxin family proteins, 

the strand order is 21345. The most populous four stranded /3-a class has the similar 

strand order 2134 ([118, 35]).

In this section we a ttem pt to determine whether semtEx has potential as a strand 

order p a tte rn  recognizer. Our approach to this, following the work on general grammars 

(Section 7.3.1) outlined above, is to fit a series of grammars representing different topolo

gies over the protein sequence in question. In essence, this is not dissimilar to finding 

which hidden Markov model fits a sequence best [206, 134]. The dissimilarity resides 

in the scoring procedure. Additional semantic features enhance the ability to recognize 

pattern  in semtEx and affect the scoring model.

The gram m ars themselves are to be found in appendix C. They fall into two cate

gories: one consisting of five strands (three buried and two external), the other consisting 

of four strands (two buried and two external). For semtEx to be of use in the prediction 

of strand order, a single condition will have to hold. This condition is tha t, for any two 

equivalent gram m ars, the grammar representing the native conformation of the protein 

should have the greater score. Equivalent grammars are simply grammars th a t contain 

the same num ber of each grammatical token. The importance of having equivalent gram

mars is th a t equivalence controls for inherent tokenizer variability; a gram m ar having a
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relative surplus of token a  tha t scores particularly highly will score better than  a similar 

gram m ar which contains a token P instead. For equivalence, the tokens do not need to be 

at the same position in the grammar. The difference in their scoring should not be due to 

one token being weighted more heavily by the scoring procedure; it should rather be the 

difference corresponding to the goodness of fit of each token position. It seemed natural 

to follow Section 7.3.1 and use the NTRC receiver domain (In tr) and Che Y (Icey), both 

from Salmonella Typhimurium  as representatives of the five stranded /?-aclass. For the 

four stranded ^-aclass representative we use tyrosine phosphatase (Ipnt).

Occasionally, despite the fact tha t infinite lookahead is used for all of the gram m ar 

threadings considered, no path through the tem plate field generated by te m p la te  will 

be found. As a (natural) rule of thum b, if a gram m ar does not generate a single parse 

of a particular sequence, and an equivalent grammar (j) does, the equivalent gram m ar 

should be preferred. Given infinite lookahead, if gram m ar (f) is derived from a more 

general gram m ar 6 which also has an equivalent grammar 7  , there are three possible 

scenarios th a t can hold. Firstly, 7  could score less than 6 . Secondly, S could score 

less than  7  . Lastly, 7  may fail to generate a parse of the sequence. The fourth case, 

6 failing to generate a parse, cannot occur as (f> is derived from S and therefore, given 

infinite lookahead, there must be a parse of 6 somewhere in the sequence. The second 

case might seem odd; after all, if ÿ generates a parse and ÿ  does not, should the primitive 

OÎ (f) , 6  , not score more than than the primitive of -0 ?  This apparent paradox is due 

to the lack of constraints on the more general grammars ip and cp are derived from. As 

constraints increase during the process of gram m ar derivation, token positions shift to

^^Derivation here refers to the simple process of adding tokens; the primitive of a grammar is just the 
grammar another is derived from.
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become more “realistic” ; at least while parses are not scarce. The picture given by the 

prim itive gram m ars, then, stands a higher chance of misrepresenting the true state  of 

aifairs than  does the picture given by the derived grammars. A simple example of this is 

the displacement of the edge strands from the centre in Section 7.3.1 (compare Figure 31 

and Figure 35).

The results for In tr  and the battery  of four five strand grammars ( 21345, 32145, 

21345p and 32145p) suggest tha t 21345 is the preferred strand order for the NTRC 

receiver domain protein. This is indeed the case. For Icey and the same battery, the 

results are more ambiguous, but would support the idea th a t 21345 is again the order 

-  provided th a t there are at least four helices to be found in the CheY sequence. The 

prediction for the 21345 gram m ar on the In tr sequence is close to perfect (Figure 47 

and Figure 48). The 32145 gram m ar differs only in tha t there is a substantial drop in 

score (Table 10). It is interesting to note tha t this drop is greater than  the drop from 

the 32145 gram m ar to the 21345 grammar on the Icey sequence. In essence, we should 

be more confident of the class prediction for In tr rather than Icey, using the 21345 and 

32145 grammars.

Problems with edge strands being confused with relatively exposed helices are appar

ent in Figure 51 and Figure 52. The same error crops up in Figure 53 and Figure 54. 

For Icey, the dominance of the 32145 over the 21345 gram m ar is slight, and 32145 as 

a prim itive gram m ar cannot be derived from; only the 21345 allows four helices to  be 

inserted to produce an alternating ^-strand -  a-helix pattern . As such, 21345 would still 

be the preferred strand order for Icey. Again, this is the case. The misplaced edge w ith 

the 32145 gram m ar on Icey is shown in Figure 56.

Encouraged by the above small successes, a more full gram m atical trial on the pro
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tein Ipn t, tyrosine phosphatase, was carried out. In order not to deluge the reader with 

traces and ribbon diagrams, the results are presented in tabular form (Table 9). Ipnt 

belongs to the 2134 strand order class of four strand (3 /  a  proteins. The sequence of 

Ipnt was analysed using the grammars in appendix C. Comparisons here should group 

the gram m ars into three categories; those based around a 1234 strand order, those based 

around a 2134 strand order and those based around a 3214 strand order. For each cat

egory, Three different gram m atical cases are considered; the case where no a-helices are 

allowed, the case where any number of a-helices are allowed, and the case where a-helices 

strictly alternate with /^-strands . In each case, as shown in Table 9, the 2134 category 

gram m ar scores highest. While this in itself increases the prospects for semtEx topology 

prediction. Figure 57 reinforces the point tha t the actual secondary structure predictions 

corresponding to the parses can be questionable, particularly when general grammars are 

involved. Perhaps part of the reason the 2134 strand order grammars do better is tha t, 

despite erroneous placement of secondary structural tokens, the corresponding regions do 

happen to follow a periodic pattern  in terms of exposure, regardless of secondary struc

tural feature; exposed strands tokens can score highly on exposed helical positions, but 

they are less likely to score as highly on more buried elements of sequence.
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INTR: Topology prediction ^om erammar 21345

Pigure 47: SemtEx prediction for grammar 21345 and protein Intr
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Figure 48: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 21345 and protein In tr
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INTR: Topology Prediction with 32145 grammar

Figure 49: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 32145p and protein in tr
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Figure 50: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 32145 and protein In tr
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IÇ EÏ; Topology Fr^dkîùm m th  2 U 45

Figure 51: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 21345 and protein Icey
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Figure 52: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 21345 and protein Icey
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ICEY .'Topology Prediction with 21345p

Figure 53: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 21345p and protein Icey
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5 . 2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 . 2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 . 7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 . 2 5 -

2 . 0 -

1 . 7 5 -

1 . 5 -

1 . 2 5 -  

1. 0 -

0 . 7 5 -

0 . 5 -

0 . 2 5 -

0. 0 -

IZZl

Still W rong! ^

100500

KEY:
beta_IN beta_EX alpha

Residue

Figure 54; SemtEx prediction for gramm ar 21345p and protein Icey
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Figure 55: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 32145 and protein Icey



score: xlO^-7

9.0 n

8 . 7 5 -

8 . 5 -

8 . 2 5 -

8 . 0 -

7 . 7 5 -

7 . 5 -

7 . 2 5 -

7 . 0 -

6 . 7 5 -

6 . 5 -

6 . 2 5 -

6.0 -

5 . 7 5 -

5 . 5 -

5 . 2 5 -

5 . 0 -

4 . 7 5 -

4 . 5 -

4 . 2 5 -

4 . 0 -

3 . 7 5 -

3 . 5 -

3 . 2 5 -

3 . 0 -

2 . 7 5 -

2 . 5 -

2 . 2 5 -

2 . 0 -

1 . 7 5 -

1 . 5 -

1 . 2 5 -

1 . 0 -

0 . 7 5 -  

0 . 5 -  

0 . 2 5 -  

0.0

MeÆS Score: 3 .6 ^ -û 7. Lookaiead: 4SÛ. CJasèJab: bae.T. Graoiniar: .^32145.

-îj—< Y

Residue

beta_IN be t a_EX alpha

Figure 56: SemtEx prediction for gram m ar 32145 and protein Icey
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Grammar SemtEx Score
1234.r

1234optA.r
1234p.r

2134.r
2134optA.r

2134p.r
3214.r

3214optA.r
3214p.r

6.94 xlO -^ 
8.44 xlO -^ 
7.68 xlO -^ 
7.83 xlO -^ 
9.03 xlO -^ 
8.18 xlQ-'^ 
6.93 xlQ-7 
8.81 xlQ -^ 

No Path

Table 9: P re d ic t io n  o f S tr a n d  O rd e r  fo r Ip n t .  Strand order 2134 is by far the most 
highly populated strand order for proteins with four beta strands, Ipnt is the (parallel 
stranded) representative given in scop. The 2134 order grammars score consistently 
higher than 1234 and 3214 (the lookahead for each of the predictive grammars is infinite.)

Gram m ar In tr SemtEx Score Icey SemtEx Score
21345

21345p
32145

32145p

6.15 xlQ -^ 
No Path  

5.748 xlQ-'^ 
No Path

3.618 xlQ-'^ 
3.714 xlQ -^ 

3.69 xlO-7 
No Path

Table 10: P re d ic t io n  o f S tr a n d  O rd e r  fo r I n t r  a n d  Icey . The parallel five stranded 
protein class contains two highly populated strand order subfamilies: 21345 and 32145. 
Both In tr  and Icey belong to the 21345 order subfamily. The scores for each gram m ar 
above reflect the propensity of the sequence for a particular class. “No P a th ” indicates 
tha t, despite infinite lookahead, no parse of the gram m ar could be found.
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score:  xlO''  
1.5 n

1 . 4 5 -

1 . 4 -

1 . 3 5 -

1 . 3 -

1 . 2 5 -

1 . 2 -

1 . 1 5 -

1 . 1 -

1 . 0 5 -

1 . 0 -

0 . 9 5 -

0 . 9 -

0 . 8 5 -

0.8 -

0 . 7 5 -

0 . 7 -

0 . 6 5 -

0 . 6 -

0 . 5 5 -

0 . 5 -

0 . 4 5 -

0 . 4 -

0 . 3 5 -

0 . 3 -

0 . 2 5 -

0 . 2 -

0 . 1 5 -

0 . 1 -

0 . 0 5 -

0.0

-6 Mean Score: 9ÆSe-û7. LooÀ:aieaS: JS2. C/asb.fab: Jpnt.f. Graniniar: 2J34opfA s.

Error in placing buried strandj

I I

^ Errors in placing edge strands J

0
“ I  I  I  I  I I I  I  I  I  r

50

KEY:

b e t a J N  be t a_EX alpha

-I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I
100 150

Res idue

Figure 57: SemtEx prediction for 2134optA.r : trace with tem plate strengths
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8 C onclusions: P ro te in  G ram m ars

The empirical approach to protein topology prediction relies on sundry comparisons and 

analyses ; it is often difficult to find a scaffold on which the information, gathered from a 

variety of sources, can easily hang. A syntactic framework, which would allow us to map 

a hierarchy of topological information onto a sequence, could provide a platform  from 

which to explore a number of structural questions for which context is an in tim ate com

ponent. The chief problem in constructing such a framework are the “shifting sands” of 

protein sequence. Predictions must either cope with overlapping structural designations 

or deal with representations where information loss is inherent. The syntactic analyser 

we have described is constructed explicitly to cope with clashing token assignments and 

ambiguity. Semantic attributes can augment any well-formed grammar, allowing poten

tial integration of diverse pieces of structural information in a single prediction. The 

syntactic analyser is linked to a “translator” which attaches a score to every gram m atical 

sequence, based on how well each structural designation, or tem plate, fits.

Experim ents exploring the strengths and weaknesses of the syntactic analyser and 

translator semtEx show it to be relatively robust, with secondary structure prediction ac

curacies with a single sequence comparable to those of other secondary structure predic

tion programs, which operate on multiple sequences. To categorize a protein sequence, we 

assume a starting grammar. To achieve a starting gram m ar we would, in theory, descend 

a hierarchical tree of grammars with nodes corresponding to protein classes, superfamilies 

and families; the leaves of which would be the protein sequences themselves. Each node 

in the tree is either a leaf or has a lim ited number of descendants. The path  of descent 

is dependent upon the score assigned by the translator to the grammars descended from
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any particular node. In moving downwards, we pass from general to specific protein 

gram m ars.

General and strand order grammars were devised and threaded onto protein sequences. 

The relevance of these grammars was more tools for topology prediction than  foliage for 

the hierarchical gram m ar tree. The results of the threadings of the these grammars over 

the sequences in question were encouraging. Small numbers of constraints, implicit in 

the ba ttery  of grammars used, can result in effective edge strands recognition. At this 

point we come full circle; additional semantic information from analysis of conservation 

and correlation could be useful.

It became apparent in the course of this work th a t the limiting factor was the quality 

of the tokens provided by the tem plate program. This aspect should be explored; a va

riety of leaning algorithms could be used to autom ate the production of robust tem plate 

weightings. Secondly, augmented context-free grammars for proteins could be designed 

and fitted, allowing for more succinct and subtle descriptions of structural patterns. It 

would be interesting to relate the strength of the tem plate fits to accuracy of the gram 

m atical threading, and also to know whether the fitted grammars could provide a useful 

guide for sequence alignment. Topological models could be obtainable from grammars 

by starting  from the best threading of nucléation element grammars and building up. It 

is hoped th a t semtEx will integrate well with the many sophisticated engines available to 

estim ate structure, providing a necessary fuzzy bridge between the one-dimensional and 

three-dim ensional levels of structure prediction.
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P art I

A ppendices

A  F la vod ox in —like G ram m ar sp ecifica tion s

A .l  IB M T : Grammar

/* Here we start after the first five alphas

* which form a separate domain;

* In general, numbers in comments are * taken from DSSP.

* /

<< gap( 6) >>? beta_IN /* 98 - 103 = 9-13 */

( (alpha /* 111-122 = 21-32 */ beta_EX /* 126 - 129 = 36-39 */ ) 

|(« gap(18) » ?  beta_EX /* 126 - 129 = 36-39 */ )

)

alpha /* 136-145 = 46-55 */ 

beta_IN /* 150-154 = 60-64 */ 

alpha /* 158-173 = 68-83 */ 

beta_IN /* 180-183 = 90-93 */ 

alpha /* 189-194 = 99-104 */ 

beta_EX /* 202-208 = 112-118 */

( ( alpha /* 211-221 = 121-131 */ alpha /* 226-243 = 136-153 */) 

I ( «  gap(13)>>? alpha )

)
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A .2 ICEY: Grammar and R esults

/* ICEY CHEY COMPLEXED WITH MAGNESIUM NMR 46 STRUCTURES */ 

/* buried strand from 6-10 not recognied by DSSP */ 

beta_IN

alpha /* 16 - 26 */

/* edge strand from 32-35 not recognied by DSSP*/ 

beta_EX

alpha /* 38 - 45 */

/* and a strand from 52-56 */ 

beta_IN

alpha /* 65 - 73 */ 

beta_lN /* 82 - 85 */ 

alpha /* 91 - 98 */

/* and a final edge strand from 104-108 */ 

beta_EX

alpha /* 112 - 126 */
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A 3 IC H N : Grammar and R esults

/* ICHN CHEY COMPLEXED WITH MG2 IN THE ACTIVE SITE */ 

beta_IN /* 5 - 8 buried; */ 

alpha /* 12 - 24 */

beta_EX /* 30 - 33 edge; actually more like 33-36 */ 

alpha /* 36 - 44 */ 

beta_IN /* 50 - 54 */ 

alpha /* 62 - 71 */

betaJEN /* 80 - 85 Note this stretches the default k to the limit...*/ 

alpha /* 92 - 97 */

beta_EX /* 102 - 106 This is the second edge */ 

alpha /* 110 - 124 */
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A .4 IC U S: Grammar and R esults

/* ICUS CUTINASE E C 3 1 1 */

<< gap (12, 24) » ?  beta /* 18 - 23 buried */

<< gapC 8 ) >>? alpha /* 36 - 47 */ beta /* 52 - 56 */

<< gap(20, 30) >>? alpha /* 76 - 92 */ 

beta /* 97 - 103 buried */

(

/* difficulty here lies in existence of alpha alpha corner;

* the following takes this into account.

(alpha /* 105 - 116 */ alpha /* 119 - 122 miniature helix */ beta )

I

(<<gap(l,3)>>? alpha /* 105 - 116 */ beta /* 125 - 131 */)

)

«  gap( 15) » ?

beta /* 151 - 154 External */

alpha /* 176 - 180 the next two constitute one broken helix */

alpha /* 182 - 195 */
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A .5 1C YE: Grammar and R esults

ICYE: Grammar and Results /* ICYE CHEY MUTANT WITH MET 1 DELETED.. . */

beta_IN /* 8 - 11 */

alpha /* 15 - 27 */

betaJEX /* 33 - 36 edge */

alpha /* 39 - 47 */

beta_IM /* 53 - 57 */

alpha /* 65 - 74 */

alpha /* 76 - 80 This helix is the top of a 3 helix corner */

beta_IN /* 83 - 87 */ 

alpha /* 92 - 100 */

beta_EX /* 105 - 108 final edge strand here */ 

alpha /* 113 - 127 */
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A .6 IG D H : Grammar and R esults

/* IGDH D GLYCERATE DEHYDROGENASE APO FORM E C 1 1 1 29 */

/* four domains: 2 like wings (1-100) and two lumped in the centre. ♦/

/* The flavodoxin domain we consider is in 2-100.*/

beta_IN /* 3 - 6 */

alpha /* 12 - 19 */

beta_EX /* 23 - 26 First edge */

alpha /* 35 - 42 */

beta_IN /* 47 - 51 */

alpha /* 58 - 63 */

beta_IN /* 70 - 74 */

alpha /* 83 - 88 */

/* second edge occurs here and goes from 91-95 */ 

beta_EX
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A .7 IN T R : Grammar and R esults

/* INTR NTRC RECEIVER DOMAIN NTRC 1 124 NMR 20 STRUCTURES */ 

beta-IN /* 5 - 9 */ 

alpha /* 15 - 26 */

/* edge here from 29-33 */ 

beta_EX

alpha /* 36 - 43 */ 

beta_IN /* 50 - 53 */

«  gap( 8) » ?  

alpha /* 66 - 72 */ 

beta_IN /* 78 - 81 */ 

alpha /* 87 - 90 */

/* second edge hiding from DSSP at 100-103 */ 

beta_EX

alpha / * 108 - 119 * /
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A .8 ISC U : Grammar and R esults

/* ISCU SUCCINYL COA SYNTHETASE SUCCINATE COA LIGASE */

beta_IN /* 125 - 128 first strand */

beta_EX /* 132 - 135 edge */

beta_IN /* 144 - 151 */

(

(alpha /* 154 - 166 */ beta_IN /* 171-176 */)

I

( «gap(15)>>? beta_IN /* 171-176 */)

)

«  gap( 6) » ?  

alpha /* 187 - 196 */ 

beta_lN /* 202 - 208 */ 

alpha /* 213 - 222 */ 

beta_lN /* 229 - 234 */

«  gap( 19) » ?  

alpha /* 258 - 267 */ 

beta_EX

alpha /* 276 - 287 */
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A .9 2N A D : Grammar and R esults

/* Grammar to recognize the flavodoxin like domain in 2nad chainA */ 

beta_IN /* 2 - 6 */

/* The following deals with the large disordered region */

«  gap(57) >>? beta_EX /* 69 - 73 */ 

alpha /* 82-87 */ 

beta_IN /* 92 - 96 */

«  gapCO, 3) » ?  alpha / * 105 - 110 */  

beta_IN /* 116 - 119 */

(

( alpha /* Can't spot this small (129-134) helix */ 

beta_IN /* real edge at 372-374! */

y  )

I

( «  gap (14) » ?  beta_IN )

)
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A . 10 4fxn: Grammar and R esults

/* 4FXN FLAVODOXIN SEMIQUINONE FORM */

beta_IN /* 2 - 6 */

alpha /* 11 - 25 */

beta_EX /* 31 - 34 first edge */

/* seems to be a small 310 in here... */ 

«  gap( 9) >>? 

beta_IN /* 48 - 53 */

«  gap( 8) » ?

alpha /* 66 - 73 */

beta_IN /* 81 - 88 */

alpha /* 94 - 105 */

beta_EX /* 115 - 118 2nd edge */

alpha /* 122 - 136 */
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B  G en eral G ram m ar S p ecifications

genA B grammar 

(beta I alpha)+

Ees Grammar:

«  gapCl, 200) » ?  beta_EX <<gap(l, 200)»? beta_EX 

In3 Grammar

/* this grammar to be used with infinite lookahead */ 

beta_IN beta_IN beta_IN 

A lphas Gram mar

/*  th is  grammar to  be used with in f in i t e  lookahead * / 

alpha alpha alpha alpha alpha 

SenAInE grammar

/* * beta_INs following a beta_EX are to be distinguished

* from beta_INs that follow alphas;

* We allow more space for them to reach the

* next secondary structure element 

* /

( beta_IN I «  gap (3) » ?  alpha)+

«  gap(3,10) » ?  beta_EX

( << gap(8,16) >>? beta_IN I << gap(0,8) »? alpha)

/* now we can keep going till the second beta_EX */

( << gap(3) >>? beta_IN I «  gap(3) >>? alpha)*

<< gap(3,10) >>? beta_EX
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( a lpha )*
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C str a n d  O rder G ram m ar S p ecifications  

C .l Five strand grammars

32145 strand order grammar /* to be used with infinite lookahead */ 

beta_IN

<< gap (5) ; >>? beta_IN 

«  gap (5) ; » ?  beta_EX 

<< gap (5); >>? beta_IN 

<< gap (5); >>? beta_EX

32145p strand order grammar beta_IN

alpha

beta_IN

alpha

beta_EX

alpha

beta_IN

alpha

beta_EX
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21345 strand order grammar /* to be used with infinite lookahead */

beta_IN

« gap (5 ); » ? beta_EX

« gap (5); » ? beta_IN

« gap (5 ); » ? beta_IN

« gap (5 ); » ? beta_EX

21345p strand order grammar /* to be used with infinite lookahead */

beta_IN

alpha

beta_EX

alpha

betaJEN

alpha

beta_IN

alpha

beta_EX
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C.2 Four strand grammars

/*  2134.r: internal/ external distinction only * / 

beta_IN beta_EX beta_IN beta_EX 

/*  2134optA .r * /

( alpha )* 

beta_IN 

( alpha )* 

beta_EX 

( alpha ) 

beta_IN 

( alpha )* 

beta_EX 

( alpha )*

/*  2134p.r * /

( alpha )* 

beta_IN /* 1 */

( alpha )+ 

beta_EX /* 2 */

( alpha )+ 

beta_IN /* 3 */

( alpha )+ 

beta_EX /* 4 */

( alpha )*
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/*  3214.r; * /

beta_IN beta_IN beta_EX beta_EX 

/*  3214optA .r * /

( alpha )* 

beta_IN 

( alpha )* 

beta_IN 

( alpha )* 

beta_EX 

( alpha ) 

beta_EX 

( alpha )*

/*  3214p.r */

( alpha )* 

beta_IN 

( alpha )+ 

beta_IN 

( alpha )+ 

beta_EX 

( alpha )+ 

beta_EX 

( alpha )+
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Thesis Addendum  

Correlated Changes

Correlated changes, and whether they might yet be used to provide some constraints for 

molecular modelling, continues to provide a lively topic for discussion and debate in struc

tural biology. Recently, Pazos et al [3] have applied a method for detecting correlated 

changes in multiple sequence alignments to sets of interacting protein domains. Their 

results have been encouraging, suggesting that in certain cases, information about corre

lated positions can help select the correct docking site from many possibilities. Because 

of their functional importance, residues on the surface involved in interactions with other 

proteins seem to covary with other residues on the surface of the interacting protein.

Other studies have been more reserved about the potential of correlated changes to 

aid structure prediction. Pollock et al [4], also recently, compared three of the recent 

methods of correlated change analysis, concluding that all methods had difficulty screen

ing out background correlation, probably because of phylogenetic relatedness within the 

set of sequences being considered. Two other factors also contribute to the difficulty in 

producing a general algorithm; distant sites may be as important as adjacent sites in the 

compensatory process, or a large number of sites may be involved in compensating any 

particular mutation. A convincing method for separating correlated signal from noise is, 

in short, still lacking.

0.1 Protein Grammars

The task of the parser is to take an augmented regular expression, determine whether 

there are any occurrences of the pattern in the overlapping set of template matches for a

1



particular sequence, rank these occurrences in an order determined by a particular scoring 

function. The process of finding the best-fitting pattern is completely deterministic. The 

better the pattern represents a particular structural motif, the more meaningful output 

from the parser will be.

The onus for the construction of these patterns rests on the ingenuity of the researcher. 

Expert knowledge of the constraints imposed by a particular structural family on its 

members should find its way into the patterns, providing they have sufficient flexibility 

to capture the regularities recognized by the researcher. By adapting and extending 

existing protein grammars, it is possible, therefore, to adapt and extend searches to new 

protein families and structural classes.

Relating one pattern to another gives rise to a classification where similar grammars 

are loosely connected to each other. If the grammars are powerful enough to approxi

mate the various packings of sheets and helices found in a sample of proteins, it might 

be possible to discriminate between the sample of proteins on the basis of grammatical 

score. Given a battery of grammars descriptive enough to approximate the packings 

that classify the protein superfamilies, we might be able to specify the node on the pro

tein superfamily structural tree [2] to which our protein sequence should be attatched. 

Parsing any particular protein sequence for a pattern typically takes a few seconds; this 

timescale might enable us to classify databases of sequences. This, in turn would pro

vide us with valuable statistical data concerning the strengths and weaknesses of our 

parser. In particular, it would allow us to determine the validity of the assumptions on 

which our decisions are based: firstly, that the template method produces robust and 

reliable template matches; secondly, that our scoring method is reliable enough to pick 

out the optimal pattern from a set of patterns (for any particular sequence); lastly, that



our patterns are themselves descriptive enough to encapsulate the structural patterns of 

fundamental importance to protein folding.

The tem p la te  program

The template program, which we use to predict secondary structure in proteins, has pre

viously been used with some success in predicting super-secondary structures in proteins 

[7, 8, 6, 9]. To predict helices and strands, the Chou-Fasman or Gamier method is used 

to generate helical, extended and turn probabilities from the sequence. Additional infor

mation on the distribution of hydrophobic residues, as specifically required by exposed or 

buried helices or strands, is then added to these probabilities. This contribution is typi

cally of the same order as the probabilities determined by the initial predictive method. 

The result is scaled for a variety of template sizes. A specific set of weights is then applied 

to each of the secondary structure types considered; all those templates with resultant 

scores greater than a certain cutoff are present in the template field used by the protein 

parser.

The question of which weights to use for a particular set of templates is important 

and difficult. For any particular prediction, there may be missed secondary structures 

which contribute to a path not being found through a template field. Boosting the weight 

for the specific template will result in that particular secondary structure being present 

in the template field, albeit at a very low score; even at the lowest score, it will be found 

by the parser and may subsequently contribute to a grammatical path. Other templates, 

however, may now have been pushed below the level required by the cutoff; any paths 

they contributed to will now not exist. We used a set of weights previously found to be 

robust, and kept the weights constant over all predictions. Learning of the optimal set



of weights for any particular sequence was deferred to another PhD student.

Scoring

During scoring, we have chosen to take the best average template score for any particular 

grammatical path. For any particular grammar, there will probably be a large number 

of potential paths through the template field. These paths will typically differ in length. 

An initial approach to scoring might be to simply sum the scores of templates on any 

particular path. On reflection, this method is probably inadequate, exept in the cases 

where the number of tokens in any path is fixed; despite the fact that two paths are 

equally grammatical, the one which contained more templates would score artificially 

highly.

A first attempt to solve this problem might be to use dynamic programming to intro

duce a gap score; whenever two templates are separated by more than a given constant, 

an additional score or penalty would be levied. As in dynamic programming for sequence 

alignment, higher or lower gap penalties would alter the optimal grammatical path for 

any particular sequence. To bypass this contingency, we opted for the best average tem

plate score; the path with the best mean score will be ranked highest. The smoothing 

this function results in some loss of information for sections of path that score highly, 

particularly when these sections are small relative to the overall path. If the intention 

is to focus on theses smaller regions, however, reduced grammars should probably be 

used. Future work might include implementation of the dynamic programming method, 

however, which could provide a useful benchmark.



Missed predictions

The success of the syntactic approach to topology prediction rests lastly on the fact that 

the syntactic structures we choose to describe our patterns is rich and varied enough to 

describe the folding and packing structures found in the protein universe. For our syntax, 

we choose that of augmented regular expressions. The Purdue Compiler Construction tool 

set mentioned in the text was particularly important in producing the source code that 

allowed the definition of the language that specifies the augmented regular expression. It 

was responsible for the production of the modules responsible for parsing the augmented 

regular expression files and producing the deterministic state machine from them.

This approach allows us to describe patterns of greater complexity than those found 

in [5], principally because of the ability of the user to introduce semantic predicates to 

a particular grammar. The inability of the markov models described in [5] to partition 

the protein sequence elements as precisely as allowed by augmented regular expressions 

is a serious limitation in considering some of the more specific sequence patterns we 

need to be able to recognize. Using augmented regular expressions also allows us to 

recognize general patterns under a framework which imposes structural constraints upon 

the sequence. Constraint satisfaction algorithms do not allow for such generality, despite 

having been used with some success in previous attempts at topology recognition [1]. By 

producing approximate regular expression matching automata as parsers, we can easily 

extend the regular expression model to allow for insertions or deletions in the sequence 

of tokens. Despite this, there are some caveats concerning the descriptive power of the 

language we use to define the patterns.

The Chomsky Hierarchy describes the different levels of descriptive power different



language types have. There are four main types of language to recognize patterns of 

any sort. The partition of language into these four categories was a major result in the 

history of linguistics. In order of descriptive power these languages are: regular expres

sions, context-free grammars, context-sensitive grammars and recursively enumerable 

languages. The theoretical machines which are required to recognize the languages of the 

different levels very in complexity from finite state machines (for regular expressions) to 

turing machines (for recursively enumerable languages).

Some elementary protein sequence patterns elude the descriptive capacity of aug

mented regular expressions. Cysteine pairing, for instance, requires a greater degree of 

memory than any regular expression based system can deliver; to describe cysteine pair

ing completely, we need to use context sensitive grammars, which are not trivial to build 

simple parsers for, let alone parsers which must cope with the overlapping token prob

lem. Some hydrogen bond network structures also elude the descriptive power of regular 

expressions. Because the protein sequence is folded back upon itself multiple times, the 

relations between the different parts of the sequence “cross” many times; in general, to 

describe these relationships, we will need a context-sensitive language. Building parsers 

for such grammars is time consuming, and forcing the resultant parsers to work with the 

overlapping token problem is only theoretically solvable because of the limited length of 

the protein sequence. The work we have completed to date is encouraging in that it sug

gests some aspects of structure can be recognized using primitive protein grammars. A 

more thorough analysis of the potential of these grammars to recognize barrel versus im

munoglobulin structures should provide a more stringent test of the level of grammatical 

strength we use, and its limits.
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